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Soybeans	[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] are processed for their high-quality vegetable 
oil and protein meal for feed, food, and industrial applications but, because of the high 
negative correlations between seed protein and oil concentration, it has been difficult to 
develop soybean lines with concomitant increases in both protein and oil. Previous 
studies considered only seed protein or oil concentration. This study is unique in that 
populations were developed using parental lines that differed in their protein, oil, and 
total carbohydrate concentrations in the mature seed. Two soybean populations were 
developed using soybean accession PI 547827 with lower total sugars as a common 
parent, crossed to two different soybean lines with modified protein and oil 
concentrations. The objectives were to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) related to 
seed protein, oil, and carbohydrate concentration as well as for individual sugars sucrose, 
raffinose, and stachyose. For each of the two crosses, F4-derived recombinant inbred lines 
(RIL) were developed through single seed descent resulting in 526 and 404 RILs, 
respectively. Genotypes were determined for F4 plants by genotyping-by-sequence 
(GbS), resulting in 1,650 to 2,850 polymorphic SNPs used for QTL analyses.  
Populations were grown in an augmented design in two Nebraska and one Puerto Rico 
	
	
environment to evaluate seed composition, yield, and maturity. The QTL analyses 
identified 23 novel QTL across all seed composition traits, protein, oil, sum(p+o) or 
carbohydrate concentration, and each of the sugars on 17 different linkage groups. Ninety 
nine percent of the lines in the high protein cross, and 100% of the lines in the high oil 
cross exceeded processor targets of 11 pounds of oil per bushel and a soybean meal with 
greater than 47.5% protein. Correlations between yield and the sum(p+o) were either zero 
or slightly positive, indicating that it should be possible to identify high-yielding lines 
with increased seed protein and oil concentration. Populations like these, and the QTL 
identified here, will be useful in achieving those objectives to provide more value for 
both the processor and producer.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Soybeans	[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] are processed for their high-quality vegetable 
oil and protein meal for feed, food, and industrial applications but, because of the high 
negative correlations between seed protein and oil concentration, it has been difficult to 
develop soybean lines with concomitant increases in both protein and oil.  The inverse 
relationship between seed protein and oil concentration has been well documented 
(Brummer et al., 1997; Hymowitz et al., 1972). Additionally, there is large variation in 
the soybean seed oil, protein, and carbohydrate concentration among soybean genotypes.  
Seed protein and oil concentration are quantitative traits, meaning the traits are 
determined by genes at multiple loci in the genome. Quantitative trait is a measurable 
phenotype that depends on the cumulative actions of many genes and the environment. 
Soybean seed protein concentrations vary from 341 g kg-1 to 568 g kg-1 and oil 
concentrations vary from 83 g kg-1 to 279 g kg-1, on a dry matter basis (Wilson, 2004).  
This variation allows the opportunity to modify soybean seed composition through 
breeding.   
Protein, oil, and carbohydrates are the major components in a soybean seed with, 
approximately 40% protein, 20% oil, and 33% carbohydrates on a dry matter basis 
(Hymowitz and Collins, 1974). Within the carbohydrate percentage, soluble 
carbohydrates can range from 14 to 28% of seed dry weight, with sucrose, raffionse, and 
stachyose accounting for the major portion (Hymowitz and Collins, 1974; Kuo et al., 
1988; Obendorf et al., 1998). Raffinose and stachyose are indigestible by monogastric 
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animals and humans, and can cause flatulence (Price et al., 1988; Suarez et al., 1999). In 
addition, the lower digestibility of the raffinosacharides can decrease metabolizable 
energy in a feed ration, so it would be desirable to decrease total raffinosacharides in 
soybean meal (Parsons et al., 2000; Price et al., 1988) .  	
In a survey of 241 soybean accessions from the USDA Soybean Germplasm 
Collection, Hao et al. (2009) reported a range in total sugar concentration in the seed 
from 16.4 to 190.1 mg g-1. Sucrose concentration ranged from 4.5 mg g-1 to 95.4 mg g-1, 
stachyose from 0.2 mg g-1 to 69.5 mg g-1, and raffinose concentration ranged from 0.1 mg 
g-1 to 19.2 mg g-1 (Hou et al., 2009). The accession PI 547827 was reported as having the 
lowest total sugar concentration (16.4 mg g-1) of the 241 accessions evaluated (Hou et al., 
2009).  
Many studies have focused on decreasing the raffinosacharides and others have 
focused on increasing seed protein or oil concentrations. Because the third major 
component of the soybean seed is comprised of about 16% soluble carbohydrates, it 
seems reasonable to consider variation in the carbohydrate component as well. A study 
that combines these traits has not yet been reported. Therefore, the objectives of this 
study were to (i) identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with seed protein, oil, 
and carbohydrate concentration in two biparental populations differing in seed protein, 
oil, and carbohydrate concentration in the seed, and (ii) evaluate relationships among 
seed composition traits, seed weight, seed yield, and plant maturity.  
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LITERATURE REVEIW 
Soybeans	[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] are processed for their high-quality vegetable 
oil and protein meal for feed, food, and industrial applications but, because of the high 
negative correlations between seed protein and oil concentration, it has been difficult to 
develop soybean lines with concomitant increases in both protein and oil. Protein, oil, and 
carbohydrates are the major components in a soybean seed, with approximately 400 g kg1 
protein, 200 g kg-1 oil, and 330 g kg-1 carbohydrates on a dry matter basis (Hymowitz and 
Collins, 1974). Because carbohydrates are the third largest seed component, it seems 
important to consider this constituent as well, since significant variation in soluble 
carbohydrate concentration has been documented (Hou et al., 2009).  
Soybean seed protein and oil concentrations generally show strong negative 
phenotypic correlations between -0.60 and -0.88 (Bandillo et al., 2015; Burton, 1985; 
Burton, 1987; Cober and D Voldeng, 2000; Hyten et al., 2004; Lee et al., 1996; 
Openshaw and Hadley, 1981; Phansak et al., 2016). Genotypic correlations between 
soybean seed protein and oil concentrations range from -0.34 to -0.71 (Eskandari et al., 
2013b; Johnson et al., 1955; Kwon and Torrie, 1964). This negative correlation generally 
equates to a two percentage point increase in seed protein concentration for every one 
percentage point decrease in seed oil concentration (Hanson et al., 1961).  
There are two main hypotheses for this inverse relationship between seed oil and 
protein concentrations. First, Brummer et al. (1997) hypothesized that pleiotropy could 
significantly contribute to the strong negative relationship between protein and oil. In that 
case, the same gene is responsible for both increased protein and decreased oil 
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concentrations, or vice versa. A second hypothesis to explain a strong inverse relationship 
between traits is tight repulsion phase linkage, with separate genes having opposing 
effects on protein and oil production. These two situations are not mutually exclusive, so 
that both pleiotropy and repulsion phase linkage may influence the final phenotype. Both 
situations would make it difficult to simultaneously increase protein and oil 
concentrations in the seed.  
These hypotheses suggest that mapping QTL for protein would also show results 
for oil QTL, meaning the same markers are identified for both traits. Phansak et al. 
(2016) conducted a large study using 48 F2:3 populations that were generated from 48 
high-protein germplasm accessions and selected elite experimental lines or cultivars. 
They reported several QTL that showed effects on both seed protein and seed oil 
concentration, but some QTL affected only one trait or the other (Phansak et al., 2016). 
Recker et al. (2013) evaluated two populations that were random-mated for several 
generations to study genetic and phenotypic correlations. Due to the population structure, 
linkage disequilibrium is assumed to be near zero. This led the authors to conclude that 
pleiotropic effects are a more likely cause of negative correlations between protein and 
oil.  
 Investigations of gene expression and seed oil and protein concentration in 
Brassica species has shown that the metabolic pathways for seed oil, protein, and 
carbohydrate synthesis intersect, and may compete, at some key points in the networks 
and certain times during seed development (Basnet et al, 2013; Chao et al., 2017). For 
example, protein and oil synthesis occur during the same period of seed development in 
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soybean as well as in Brassicas, so competition for resources like sucrose, or conversion 
of products like pyruvate to carbohydrates, fatty acids, or amino acids, would result in 
increase in one product with a decrease in another (Asakura et al., 2012; Basnet et al., 
2013; Chao et al., 2017). So for some genes involved at key nodes in a metabolic 
network, it seems likely that pleiotropic effects would be observed. Other genes affecting 
only unidirectional steps in amino acid metabolism or fatty acid metabolism separately, 
for example, may be less likely to exhibit pleiotropic effects on other metabolic 
processes.  
On average, seed storage proteins comprise 40% of the seed on a dry matter basis, 
and oils about 20%. Soluble carbohydrates make up about 15% to 20% of the seed. Few 
studies looking at seed protein or oil concentration consider the soluble carbohydrates 
component. Total sugars are generally positively correlated with oil and negatively 
correlated with protein (Hymowitz et al., 1972). Of the soluble carbohydrates, sucrose 
accounts for the largest portion, and raffinose and stachyose are of interest because they 
are complex carbohydrates that may have anti-nutritional effects in monogastric animals 
(Price et al., 1988; Suarez et al., 1999). Correlations between the three major sugars are 
not consistent across the literature, but some general trends can be observed. A few 
studies have reported positive associations between raffinose and stachyose with 
correlations ranging from 0.19 to 0.93 (Cicek et al., 2006) but Hymowitz et al., (1972)  
reported a negative association with r=-0.29 between raffionse and stachyose. Sucrose 
and raffinose tend to be positively correlated, whereas sucrose and stachyose are 
negatively correlated (Neus et al., 2005). Raffinose, and stachyose showed no significant 
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correlations with yield(Cicek et al., 2006).  However, seed yield was positively correlated 
with sucrose (r=0.39; p=0.001) (Hymowitz et al., 1972). 
In general, a negative correlation between seed protein concentration and yield is 
observed, while seed oil concentration and yield are typically positively correlated 
(Burton, 1985; Chung et al., 2003; Cober and D Voldeng, 2000; Hartwig and Hinson, 
1972). However, there have been observations that do not follow these typical 
correlations for protein or oil to yield. Li and Burton (2002) reported a small positive 
correlation between protein and yield for two of three populations. In the same study, 
they also reported a negative correlation between oil and seed yield for one population. In 
a population of 167 F5-dervered lines, Kabelka et al. (2004) reported a small negative 
correlation between protein and yield, -0.18 with P<0.01. In a population of 98 F4:7 RILs 
developed from a cross between a high-yielding elite line, OAC Millennium adapted to 
Canadian production environments and an elite line, Heinony #38 from China. 
Palomeque et al. (2009) reported small but significant positive correlations between 
protein and yield in the two-mega environments, China and Canada. They reported small 
negative correlations between oil and yield in a few locations (Palomeque et al., 2009). 
Pathan et al. (2013) reported correlations for protein and yield as well as oil and yield 
that were not significantly different from zero on two populations developed from the 
cross of the elite high-yielding line Magellan crossed to PI 438489B and PI 567516C. 
These varying observations for protein vs. yield and oil vs. yield trends suggest variation 
in phenotypic correlations between protein and oil vs. yield. It may be possible to reduce 
or eliminate significant negative correlations with yield in certain ranges of seed protein 
and oil concentrations in some populations. 
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Heritabilities 
Protein and oil heritability estimates have been well document in the literature. 
Brummer et al. (1997) reported narrow sense heritability of seed oil and seed protein for 
three years using eight soybean populations. Averaged over three years seed protein 
heritability ranged from 0.56 to 0.92 over the eight populations (Brummer et al., 1997). 
Averaged over three year seed oil narrow sense heritability ranged from 0.07 to 0.81 for 
the eight populations (Brummer et al., 1997). Chung et al. (2003) reported protein and oil 
heritability on an entry means basis and averaged over two years they reported 
heritabilities of 0.86 for oil, 0.89 for protein, and 0.65 for yield. The authors state that 
these high heritability estimates are products of small error variance, only 1 to 4% for 
seed protein and oil, and 8 to 12% for seed yield on plots sized of 3.05 m x 0.76 m 
(Chung et al., 2003).  Mao et al. (2013) reported broad sense heritability measurements 
ranging from 0.36-0.90 for seed protein in different environments from three RIL 
populations. They also reported seed oil broad sense heritability measurement that varied 
from 0.13-0.95 for three RIL populations at different environments (Mao et al., 2013). 
The heritabilities of protein and oil are high according to Brim (1973), Burton (1987) and 
Chung et al. (2003). With high heritabilities and the negative correlation between protein 
and oil, success of the objective to increase both traits seems unlikely if you isolate 
protein and oil. However, if you consider the seed as a network of interaction among the 
seed components it becomes clear that altering the third largest component, total 
carbohydrates, will affect the production of protein and oil. 
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Sucrose heritability ranges from 0.72 to 0.87.  Zeng et al. (2014)., Cicek et al. 
(2006) reported broad sense heritability for stachyose !! = 0.66, and for raffinose !!= 
0.42. These large heritabilities indicate the possibility of keeping favorable sugar 
concentrations from generation to generation.     
QTL Mapping  
The size of the mapping population is an important factor in QTL mapping. A 
larger population size allows for a more accurate QTL effect to be measured.  Beavis 
(1998) reported that a population size consisting of only 100 individual severely over 
estimates QTL effects.  However, with a population size around 500 individuals only 
slightly overestimates QTL effects (Beavis, 1998). With an even larger population of 
1,000 individuals results with are very close to the actually QTL effects (Beavis, 1998). 
Due to the cost of developing an RIL population, most researchers do not have the 
resources to develop large populations great than or equal to 1,000 individuals, they tend 
to develop smaller populations knowing they will obtain slight overestimates of QTL 
effects.   
Another consideration in QTL mapping is determining how many and which 
individuals to genotype. Even though the cost of genotyping has dramatically decreased, 
resources are limited. It is well known that individuals residing within in the tails of your 
normal distribution contain the most interesting genetic information (Lander and 
Botstein, 1989). This lead researchers to use selective genotyping, which is described as 
genotyping the interesting individuals that reside in the tails of your population (Lander 
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and Botstein, 1989). However, all individuals must be phenotyped when performing 
selective genotyping to avoid biased results (Darvasi and Soller, 1992).  
The percentage of individual to efficiently genotypes should not be more than 20-
25% of the mapping population size for both tails (Phansak et al., 2016). Sun et al. 
(2010) reported further evidence to support that benefits of selective genotyping. The 
authors provide a reference table show casing the percentage of a population that needs to 
be genotype along with the estimated cost, power to detect QTL, and phenotypic variance 
(Sun et al., 2010). However, one disadvantages when using a selective genotyping is the 
restriction to certain QTL mapping models. Standard interval mapping is the only 
advisable mapping technique to use with selective genotypes, additionally it is advised to 
use a stratified permutation test (Manichaikul et al., 2007; Sen et al., 2009).  
QTL associated with Protein, Oil, and Carbohydrate Concentrations 
Currently, there are over 200 reported QTL associated with seed protein 
concentration and more than 300 associated with seed oil concentration in SoyBase 
(www.soybase.org). These large numbers indicate the complex genetic structure that 
underlies seed protein and oil concentration in soybean. However, two QTL regions on 
chromosome 15 and 20 have been prevalent in many studies and are associated with 
increased protein and decreased oil concentrations. (Chung et al., 2003; Diers et al., 
1992; Fasoula et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016; Nichols et al., 2006; 
Sebolt et al., 2000; Vaughn et al., 2014). These two regions were first identified by Diers 
et al. (1992) in an interspecific cross between G. max and G. soja. The G. max line 
contributed alleles for increased oil concentration, while the G. soja parent contributed 
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alleles for increased seed protein concentration (Diers et al., 1992). The QTL on 
chromosome 20 has been fine mapped by several different groups (Hwang et al., 2014; 
Nichols et al., 2006; Vaughn et al., 2014). Kim et al. (2016) was able to fine map the 
QTL on chromosome 15 to 535 kb interval with 74 candidate genes. 
  There are not as many QTL reported on seed sugars as compared to protein and 
oil QTL. Presently, QTL associated with sucrose have been reported on 12 different 
chromosomes (Kim et al. (2005a) Zeng et al. (2014) Lee et al. (2016) Wang et al. 
(2014b) (Maughan et al., 2000). In the first sucrose mapping study, they developed 149 
F2:3 lines that were grown in two replicated field locations (Maughan et al., 2000).  They 
identified 17 markers that mapped sucrose QTL to seven chromosomes (5, 7, 8, 13, 15, 
19, and 20) that explained 53% of the total phenotypic variation (Maughan et al., 2000).  
 There have been common QTL reported in association with the three major 
sugars, raffinose, stachyose, and sucrose. For example, (Wang et al., 2014b) reported a 
QTL on chromosome 11 associated with all three sugar traits. They also reported QTL on 
chromosomes 7, 11, and 12 associated with raffinose and stachyose. It is interesting to 
note that one QTL was responsible for controlling these traits, however, it is speculated 
that there are three different alleles in the same QTL region for the three major sugars 
(Wang et al., 2014b). They also reported a very likely candidate gene, Glyma11 g33240, 
that could be used as a molecular marker (Wang et al., 2014b). 
 There have been reports that soybean lines containing low-raffinose and low-
stachyose concentrations may have reduced field emergence and sensitivity to 
imbibitional chilling (Obendorf et al., 2008; Obendorf et al., 2009). However, Dierking 
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and Bilyeu (2009) report that raffionse and stachyose metabolism is not required for seed 
germination. They observed no significant difference between the standard germination 
control in comparisons to wild-type and a low raffinose family oligosaccharide (RFO) 
line (Dierking and Bilyeu, 2009). 
 In another study, no significant differences in field emergence were observed 
between lines that contained a gene associated with reduced raffionse and stachyose 
content, stc1a, compared with lines that did not contain the recessive allele for low 
raffionse and stachyose content (Neus et al., 2005). They concluded that homozygous 
recessive lines with stc1a allele perform just as well as conventional lines that contain 
Stc1a allele (Neus et al., 2005).  
Reports of QTL associated with the three largest seed components (protein, oil, 
and carbohydrates) have not been reported. Most studies consider protein and/or oil or 
sugars/carbohydrates separately. Because the third major component of the soybean seed 
is comprised of about 16% soluble carbohydrates, it seems reasonable to consider 
variation in the carbohydrate component as well. Populations of lines that segregate for 
all three traits have the potential to produce phenotypes showing unique partitioning 
between proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates in the seed.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Population Development  
 Three soybean lines differing in their seed protein, oil, and carbohydrate 
concentrations were used to create two populations segregating for those traits. The 
soybean line U06-102876 is a Maturity Group (MG) III line with increased seed protein 
concentration and competitive yield relative to soybean cultivars of similar maturity.  The 
soybean line U03-301317 is a MG II line with increased seed oil concentration and yields 
similar to other soybean cultivars of comparable maturity. Both U06-102876 and U03-
301317 were developed by the soybean breeding program at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. The soybean accession PI 457827 is a MG III line that was selected from the 
USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection because of its unique low concentration of total 
sugars (16.4 mg g-1) in the seed, based on data from Hou et al. (2009) (Table 1).  
 In Spring 2011, crosses were made using PI 547827 as the common parent mated 
to U03-310317 and U06-102876 (Table 2). Crossing was done in a lighted field area at a 
nursery in Puerto Rico. The putative hybrid pods were harvested individually and F1 
seeds were planted in the field at the University of Nebraska East Campus research farm 
in Lincoln, NE during the summer of 2011. A parental screening was conducted to 
discover polymorphic simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers according to UNL soybean 
molecular lab protocols. Tissue was collected from the parental lines and tested with SSR 
markers until at least three SSRs are identified for segregating between parental lines.  To 
confirm hybridity, a small trifoliolate leaf was collected from each putative F1 hybrid 
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plant at the V3 to V4 stage. The DNA was extracted using the BioSprint 96 DNA Plant 
Kit and the BioSprint 96 workstation (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Plants that were 
confirmed to be true hybrids based on heterozygosity of SSR markers, identified in the 
parental screening, were harvested individually and the F1 family identity was retained. 
The F2 seeds were planted in an unlighted field nursery in Guayanilla, Puerto Rico on 
November 25th, 2011 and the F3 seeds were harvested from each population by single 
seed decent (SSD). The F3 seeds were planted in an unlighted field nursery in Puerto Rico 
on February 7th 2012 and the F4 seeds were harvested by single seed decent using the 
method previously described.       
Approximately, 1,500 F4 seeds were planted at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln East Campus nurseries on June 8th, 2012 for both populations. Individual F4 
plants were tagged with a unique identification number and a small trifoliolate leaf was 
collected at the V4 stage (Fehr et al., 1977) and placed in a bullet tube inside a 96 well 
plate. Another small trifoliolate leaf was collected and placed into Whirl-Pak bags 
(Nasco, USA) as an additional replication. After collection the plates and bags were 
stored in a -80°C freezer.  
The F4 plants were harvested when they reached the R7 stage of development 
(Fehr et al., 1977) and were grouped by relative maturity based on comparable maturity 
of check varieties planted in the field at the same time as the populations. Plants were 
threshed individually and the plant identity was retained to correspond with the DNA 
sample obtained from the leaf tissue harvested earlier in the season.  
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Field Experimental Design 
 Populations UX2727 and UX2729 contain 526 and 404 number of RILs, 
respectively (Table 2). An augmented block design was used due to its efficiency with 
evaluating large populations in a relatively small amount of space. Augmented blocks 
consisted of eighteen entries, with sixteen RILs assigned at random to the blocks, along 
with the two parental lines. Plots were single rows 1.0 m long, with 0.76 m spacing 
between rows and a 0.8 m alley between plots within a row in the field. In the Nebraska 
environments, a single augmented block in the field was usually 6 plots wide and 3 plots 
deep, resulting in small block sizes of 5.4 m x 4.6 m.    
 The RILs were grown in three environments: Guayanilla, Puerto Rico, Lincoln, 
NE, and Mead, NE.  During the winter of 2012-2013, the F4:5 RILs were evaluated in an 
unlighted field nursery in Guayanilla, Puerto Rico, planted on November 8th, 2012. In 
the Puerto Rico field, plots were planted on raised beds 1.0 m wide, with two rows per 
bed, 0.76 m between rows. Plots were single rows, 1.0 m long. A single augmented block 
consisted of 18 plots as described previously, and blocks were two plots wide and nine 
plots deep on a bed. A single raised bed contained six augmented blocks. All plots were 
planted on adjacent raised beds in the field. The seeds were not inoculated with Rhizobia, 
but were planted in a field that had soybeans previously. On November 10th 2012, the 
plots were sprayed with Dual and Pursuit herbicide to control weeds. Flower color notes 
were collected in the field by visual scoring. Plots were harvested after reaching maturity, 
and were threshed in the field with a bundle thresher to obtain pure seed for each entry.  
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The F6 seeds from each F4:5 RIL and the seeds from the parent line plots were 
returned to Lincoln and the seeds were analyzed for protein and oil concentration using a 
Foss Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer NIR machine, with the SB201304 calibration (Dr. 
Charles Hurburgh, personal communication;(Rippke et al., 1995). The RILs were 
analyzed in order according to their block in the field design.  Blocks were selected 
randomly and the order in which the entries were run was random, but all eighteen 
experimental units per block were measured at one time before starting another random 
block. After NIR analysis, seeds were scored for hilum color, weighed to determine 100-
seed weights, and total plot weight.    
 After NIR measurements, the F6 seeds from each RIL were packaged for 
evaluation in two Nebraska environments during 2013.  The parent seed for each block 
from the Puerto Rico harvest was bulked and thoroughly mixed after checking and 
confirming parental seed traits, including hilum color. One complete experiment of the 
augmented design was planted at the University of Nebraska East Campus research field 
in Lincoln, NE, on June 3rd 2013, and at the University of Nebraska Agricultural 
Research and Development Center (ARDC) near Mead, NE on June 5th 2013. 
Throughout the season, flower color, plot maturity (R8), and pubescence color notes were 
collected.  
 Plots at both Nebraska locations were harvested as the rows reached maturity. At 
Mead, NE, all F4:6 RILs and parent rows were harvested using a ALMACO HP5 single- 
row combine as a stationary thresher, after cutting individual plots by hand.  At Lincoln, 
NE, all F4:6 RILs and parent rows were harvested with a stationary bundle thresher. Each 
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row was carefully clipped by hand and threshed individually to ensure seed purity. The 
seed source from the Lincoln, NE plots are stored in cold storage as the purest source for 
future use.   
 During September 2015, seeds from all experimental locations including RILs 
and parents were analyzed using a Perten DA7250 NIR machine and the Soybean Whole 
and Ground 2015 calibration to obtain additional seed composition information on 
protein, oil, sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose.   
Phenotypic Data Analysis 
 All phenotypic data were analyzed using SAS Version 9.3 statistical software 
(SAS Institute, USA). Each population was analyzed separately first with the NIR 
information from the Foss Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer machine. Entries from each 
population were analyzed using the augmented block design for each location. After each 
location was analyzed separately an over environment analysis was performed.  This 
process was repeated with the additional composition information from the Perten 
DA7250 NIR machine.  Since results collected on the Perten DA 7250 NIR machine 
occurred after all locations were planted and harvested, the parental seed from Puerto 
Rico harvest was combined for Nebraska planting. Parental strains were combined to 
produce plot seed that were as homogenous before Nebraska planting, meaning we 
wanted to minimize potential effects on parental plot seed from Puerto Rico. Results from 
Puerto Rico run on the Perten DA 7240 NIR, only contain one value for each parental 
lines instead of having parental information per block.  
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 For data analysis and the rest of this thesis, the Foss Infratec 1241 Grain analyzer 
results for the protein, oil, sum(p+o) and carbohydrate were used. The summation of 
protein and oil was calculated by adding protein and oil. Carbohydrates were calculated 
by subtraction: Carbohydrate = 100-protein-oil-fiber-13(moisture)—5(ash), where 
protein, oil, and fiber measurements are on a 13% moisture basis, and ash is a constant 
5%. The sugar trait data from stachyose, raffinose, and sucrose was obtained from the 
Perten DA7240 and is on a dry matter basis.  
The model for the augmented block design for one environment is Yij  = µ + βi + cj 
+ τk(i) + εeij where Yij is the response variable, µ is the overall mean, βi is the effect of the i 
th incomplete block, cj is the effect of the replicated parent varieties, τk(i) is the effect of 
the RILs within the i th block and εeij is the residual error.  The random effect was the 
block term.  Adjusted least-square means (LSMeans) were obtained from the above 
model. The SAS codes used for this analysis can be found in Appendix Code 1. 
 For the combined over environments analysis, the model was Yijk  = µ + αe + βl(α)i 
+ cj + τk(i) + cαej +  ταek(i) + εeij where Yijk is the response variable, µ is the overall mean, αe 
is the environment effect, βl(α)i is the effect of the i th incomplete block nested within 
environment, cj is the effect of the replicated parent entries, τk(i) is the effect of the RILs 
within the i th block, cαej is the effects of the replicated parent entries by environment 
interaction, ταek(i) is the effects of RILs by environment interaction, and εeij is the residual 
error. The RILs terms were considered as a fixed effect to obtain adjusted LSMeans from 
the model. The SAS codes used for this analysis can be found in Appendix Code 2. 
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 Genotypic correlations (!!) were obtained according to Holland (2006) as !! = !"#$√(!!!! ∗!!!! )  
where !!  is the genotypic correlation,  !"#$ is the genotypic covariance between the 
two traits,  !!!!  is the genotypic variance from the first trait, !!!!  is the genotypic variance 
from the second trait. Genotypic correlations were calculated using the Mixed procedure 
of SAS.  
Phenotypic correlations (!!) were computed according to (Holland, 2006) as 
!! = !"#$√(!!!! ∗ !!!! ) 
where !! is the phenotypic correlation. !"#$ is the covariance between the two traits. !!!!  is the phenotypic variance for the first trait. !!!!  is the phenotypic variance of the 
second trait. Phenotypic correlations were calculated using SAS Proc Mixed.  
Broad sense heritability was calculated on an entry mean basis for individual 
locations and on the three locations combined. For a single location, the broad sense 
heritability was calculated as  
!! = !!!!!! + !!!! ∗ ! 
 where !!! is the genotypic variance, ! is the number of environments, ! is the number of 
replicates per environment, and !!! is the error variance. All variance components were 
calculated using PROC MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, USA). 
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For the combined location analysis, broad sense heritability was calculated as  
!! = !!!!!! + !!"!! + !!!! ∗ ! 
where !!! is the genotypic variance, ! is the number of environments, ! is the number of 
replicates per environment, !!"!  is the genotype by environment interaction variance, and !!! is the error variance. All variance components were calculated using PROC MIXED 
procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, USA). 
A Sharpio-Wilk normality test using α = 0.01 was applied to the phenotype data 
to test the normality of the phenotypes, within each population and sub-family. We 
hypothesize that all phenotype data are behaving quantitatively.  A Sharpio-Wilk 
normality test determines if the phenotype data has characteristics of a quantitative trait, 
normally distribution. Sharpio-Wilk normality test results can be found in Appendix 
Tables 1-8. Histogram plots were created for each trait, F1 family identity, population, 
and location (Appendix Figures 1-24). Additionally, heat maps from each field location 
were made in PRISM (Central Software Solutions, USA) to check the variability of the 
field conditions (Appendix Figures 25-44). 
Additionally processing values were measured SPROC. Meal Protein was 
determined using the SPROC program (Brumm and Hurburgh,1997). The specified 
product was a 48% protein meal with 3.5% maximum fiber content. The SPROC 
program requests soybean oil, meal, and hulls using National Oilseed Processors 
Association (NOPA) soybean meal and oil trading rules. Values used for SPROC 
analysis were recorded on January 3rd, 2017, when the October 2017 future prices of 
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meal were $312.10 USD/ton, oil was $697.40 USD/ton, and hulls were $135 USD/ton. 
Estimated Processed Value was determined using the SPROC program. This value 
illustrates the total value of end-products in one bushel of raw soybeans. This is based on 
the protein, oil, and hulls along with the current market prices for soybean meal and 
soybean oil. Estimated Processed Value per Acre (EPVA) represents the expected value 
per acre.  
DNA Extraction & Genotypic Data QTL Analysis   
After the phenotype analysis, seed composition data from the Foss Infratec 1241 
Grain Analyzer were used to select RILs based on their seed protein, oil, and 
carbohydrate concentrations from the combined data analysis. Due to correlations among 
traits, with only a few additional selections for each trait individually for the high and low 
tails, approximately 20% of each population was selected for genotype analysis (Table 2 
& Figure 2A).  Genomic DNA was extracted from selected strains using a DNeasy 96 
Plant Kit following the instructions from the manufacturer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).  
After DNA extraction, quality test were performed 1 microliter of DNA was placed and 
run on a 1% agarose gels along with DNA that was enzymatically digested using ApeKI. 
Ten samples had DNA concentrations less 50 ng/ul and were re extracted using back up 
tissue that was collected in Whirl-Pak bags. All genomic DNA samples contained a 
minimum of 50 ng/ul before shipment. Four plates were sent on dry ice to Cornell 
University Institute of Biotechnology for Genotyping by Sequence (GbS) Analysis.   
At Cornell University, GbS libraries were constructed using ApeKI as a 
restriction enzyme using a protocol that was modified from Elshire et al., 2011.  The 
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libraries are sequenced on the Illuminia HiSeq 2500. The GbS library protocol consists of 
fragmenting DNA, adding barcodes, and adaptors on the fragmented DNA. Then samples 
are pooled and placed into the Illuminia HiSeq 2500 for sequencing. SNP markers were 
called at Cornell University using the GBS pipeline in Tassel 3.0 pipeline with 
recommended calling options and aligned to the soybean reference genome downloaded 
from Gmax_275_v2.0.fa.gz from Phytozome v10 
(http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/pages/dynamicOrganismDownload.jsf?organism=Gmax) on 
09 October 2014. 
QTL Analysis   
Tassel 5.0 was used to filter SNPsbased on minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.05 
and percent missing value (PMV) < 50% in Tassel 5.0. These parameters were chosen 
because GbS data tends to generate lots of missing information and to remove genotyping 
error. Missing information can affect the efficiency of the algorithms and introduce bias 
(Dong and Peng, 2013). Data were then filtered to identify polymorphic markers between 
the parental lines for each population and remove non-polymorphic markers from the 
data set.  
Next, the data were converted to A and B alleles that represent the PI parent and 
other parental line within each population, as required for the R/qtl package (Broman et 
al., 2003). After file importation, quality checks were performed. First, segregation 
distortion was checked using a chi-square test, and any markers whose p-values exceeded 
0.05/total number markers were discarded from the data set. Additional quality checks 
were performed following guidelines from Broman and Sen (2009). The data set was 
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checked for duplicated markers, duplicated individuals, the number of crossovers, 
pairwise recombination fraction, switched alleles (A<>B), marker order, and spacing. 
Duplicated individuals were identified as having identical genotype data. Markers 
showing abnormality to any of the tests above were discarded from the data set. The 
quality checks help to identify errors in the data set that could be due to a number of 
different reasons related to human and genotyping errors. Out of 4,412 initial SNPs in the 
UX2727 population, 1,682 polymorphic SNPs were retained in the dataset for QTL 
analysis, and out of 6,063 initial SNPs in the UX2729 population, 2,849 polymorphic 
SNPs were retained for QTL analyses (Table 2).  
The R/qtl est.map function was used to construct a linkage map. This function 
estimates a gene map based on the data using the Lander-Green algorithm, to estimate 
genetic distance (Lander and Green, 1987). Standard interval mapping (SIM) was the 
only mapping approach used because a selective genotyping approach was used (Broman 
and Sen (2009). The SIM procedure uses the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, 
which works well with missing information. This method is well suited due to the nature 
of GbS data. A stratified permutation test of 1900 replications was used to obtain a 
significant threshold value to call QTL. A stratified permutation test is most appropriate 
for selective genotyping (Manichaikul et al., 2007). A stratified permutation test allows 
the shuffling to occur within the genotypes and individuals to properly calculate the 
significant threshold for LOD score. A QTL was declared significant if the LOD value 
was larger than the threshold determined by the permutation test. A QTL was declared 
unique from previous reports if the QTL was plus or minus 2 Megabase pair (Mbp) away.  
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A QTL analysis was performed on adjusted lsmeans for each trait within each 
environment and across environments. The phenotypes from the Foss Infratec 1241 Grain 
Analyzer NIR that were used in mapping are seed protein, oil, sum(p+o), and calculated 
carbohydrates. The phenotypes from the Perten DA 7250 NIR that were used in mapping 
were, sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose. Additional phenotypes that were collected and 
used in analysis are maturity, 100-seed weights, and total plot weight.     
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
QTL Mapping 
The QTL analyses identified 40 QTL on 17 different chromosomes across both 
populations and all seed composition traits, including 23 QTL that have not been 
previously reported for protein, oil, carbohydrate concentration or sum(p+o), and each of 
the sugars. For population UX2727, 18 unique QTL were identified: five for protein, five 
for sum(p+o) or carbohydrate, one for raffionse, three for stachyose and four for sucrose. 
For population UX2729 there were two unique QTL associated with sum(p+o) or 
carbohydrate, one for raffionse, and two for stachyose. Some QTL were detected in only 
a single environment, while some were detected in all environments and the combined 
analyses. For population UX2727, no QTL for any of the seed composition traits were 
detected in the Puerto Rico environment alone, but some QTL for seed oil concentration 
were significant in the combined analysis over two Nebraska and one Puerto Rico 
environment. There were no common QTL detected across these half-sib populations.  
QTL for seed protein concentration 
For seed protein concentration, six significant QTL were identified that explain 
24.5% of the total phenotypic variation for population UX2727 for the combined 
Nebraska environments (Table 7A). The QTL located on chromosomes 2 and 16 were 
also observed in the individual Lincoln and Mead environments (Table 7A). The unique 
seed protein QTL on chromosome 2 explained the highest total phenotypic variation of 
9.2% (LOD = 10.65) (Table 7A). The parent PI 547827 was the source of the protein trait 
QTL, with an additive effect of 2.02 g kg-1 (Table 7A). 
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For population UX2729, one QTL on chromosome 2 was identified through 
standard interval mapping to be associated with seed protein concentration, with a total 
phenotypic variation of 5.3% in the combined Nebraska analysis (Table 7B). The QTL is 
also identified in the Puerto Rico environment and agrees with a previously reported seed 
protein QTL from Chen et al. (2007). A second QTL was identified on Chr 15 in this 
population in the combined analysis over all three environments (Table 7B).  
 Chromosome 2 contains the Wp locus, which is known to be associated with 
increased seed protein concentration and the pink flower trait (Stephens and Nickell, 
1992; Stephens et al., 1993). Hegstad et al. (2000) reported an association with not just 
increased protein concentration but a decrease in oil concentration. However, pink flower 
was not present in either parental line, so was not segregating in the large RIL 
populations used in this current study. The Wp locus is more than 2 Mbp away from any 
QTL reported in this study, so it is unlikely that the wp allele is present or has any effect 
on seed protein and oil concentration in the UX2727 or UX2729 populations in this 
study.    
It is interesting to note that neither population showed a significant QTL effect on 
Chr 20. The Chr 20 QTL was first identified by Diers et al. (1992) in an F2 population 
from a cross between G. max and wild soybean G. soja accession PI 468916. Subsequent 
analysis of near-isogenic lines with and without that QTL confirmed significant positive 
effects of the Chr 20 QTL for seed protein concentration, with concomitant significant 
negative effects on seed oil concentration and yield (Nichols et al., 2006). Results from a 
separate analysis of RILs in different water regimes from a G. max x G. max cross 
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corroborated the pleiotropic effects on seed protein and oil concentration and yield for 
that Chr 20 QTL (Chung et al., 2003). 
 The Chr 20 QTL has been corroborated in multiple populations and studies since 
it was identified by Diers et al. (1992), and is now designated as a confirmed QTL as 
cqProt-003 (Nichols et al., 2006). Results from genome wide association studies 
(GWAS) detected the Chr 20 QTL as well (Hwang et al., 2014; Sonah et al., 2015; 
Vaughn et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2014) and the GWAS of Bandillo et al. (2015) refined 
the genomic location of cqProt-003. The Chr 20 QTL is present in about 1% of the 
12,000 accessions that were analyzed by Bandillo et al. (2015), but is prevalent among 
accessions with the highest seed protein concentration in the USDA Soybean Germplasm 
Collection (Nichols et al., 2006; Phansak et al., 2016).  
Another significant QTL associated with seed protein concentration that was 
identified by Diers et al. (1992) is on Chr 15. Like the Chr 20 cqProt-003 QTL, this Chr 
15 QTL was associated with increased protein concentration and decreased oil 
concentration in the seed (Diers et al., 1992; Fasoula et al., 2004). This Chr 15 QTL was 
validated and confirmed as cqProt-001 in a separate study using two populations of 180 
F2-derived lines (Fasoula et al., 2004). The region on chromosome 15 was fine mapped to 
a 535 kb region using six families of lines that segregated for the QTL interval (Kim et 
al., 2016). Similar to the QTL on chromosome 20, several genome wide association 
studies also detected the Chr15 QTL, confirming that increased seed protein 
concentration is also associated with decreased seed oil at that QTL (Bandillo et al., 
2015; Hwang et al., 2014; Vaughn et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2015). This Chr 15 QTL was 
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not detected in either population in this study. While there was a QTL on Chr 15 with 
significant effects for oil in population UX2727, it had no effect on seed protein 
concentration, and it is not close to the region for the reported Chr 15 cqProt-001 (Table 
7A). For population UX2729, there is a QTL on Chr 15 with significant effects on both 
seed protein and oil concentration, but this QTL is nearly 10 Mbp away from the cqProt-
001 QTL (Table 7B; Kim et al., 2016).  
The cqProt-001 on Chr 15 and cqProt-003 on Chr 20 are both associated with 
pleiotropic effects of decreased oil concentration, and the Chr 20 QTL has shown a 
significant negative association with yield as well. Neither of those QTL were detected in 
the current study. The parental lines used in this study were experimental breeding lines 
with higher yield, so it is reasonable to assume that alleles with significant negative 
effects on yield would have been eliminated by selection. The PI 547827 parent that was 
selected because of its low concentration of total sugars in the seed is a Dt1 isoline (L81-
4274) of the cultivar Elf, which has at least 75% Williams background based on the 
pedigree (Brim and Elledge, 1973; Cooper, 1981). Bandillo et al. (2015) noted that these 
protein QTL on Chr 15 and Chr 20 were not detected within the American and SE Asian 
accessions subsets, but were identified in association with all other world regions.  
In the absence of the large-effect QTL on chromosomes 15 and 20 for protein, 
distribution of seed protein concentrations among RILs in these two populations showed 
transgressive segregation. These results suggest that there are other QTL contributing to 
the large amount of variation for seed protein concentration that is present in different 
genetic backgrounds. The pathways for protein, oil, and carbohydrate synthesis and 
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storage are complex and involve genes located throughout the genome. From a breeding 
perspective, it could be challenging to assemble genes that provide the desired balance of 
protein, oil, and carbohydrates in the seed. But what seems clear is that elimination of 
alleles with major negative pleiotropic effects will allow progress toward the goal of 
developing lines with increased protein concentration that also have acceptable seed oil 
concentration and increased yield. One method to eliminate alleles with the major 
negative pleiotropic effects would be to select starting materials that do not contain 
known large negative pleiotropic effects for protein and oil.  
QTL for seed oil concentration 
For seed oil concentration in population UX2727, five significant QTL across 
Nebraska environments explain 17.7% of the total phenotypic variation (Table 7A).  The 
five significant QTL reported across the Nebraska locations all have been previously 
reported by Mao et al. (2013) for Chr 1 and 2, Chen et al. (2007) for Chr 3, Tajuddin et 
al. (2003) for Chr 7, and Rossi et al. (2013) for Chr 13. Two additional QTL were 
detected in the combined analysis over all three environments on Chr 15 and 17. Both of 
these QTL have been reported by Shibata et al. (2008) and Qi et al. (2011) for Ch 15, and  
Hyten et al. (2004) and Eskandari et al. (2013a) for Ch 17.  
For population UX2729, three significant QTL were detected for seed oil 
concentration on chromosomes 2, 15, and 18 (Table 7B). The QTL on chromosome 15 
was reported previously by Wang et al. (2014a). The QTL on Chr 18 explains 5.5% of 
the total phenotypic variation, while the Chr 2 QTL explains 4.2%. Both QTL show an 
additive effect of about 0.9 g kg-1 (Table 7B).  
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The QTL on Chr 2 was previously reported by Mao et al. (2013), but the QTL on 
Chr 18 appears to be unique. However, Mao et al. (2013) reported a QTL for seed protein 
concentration in the same region as the oil QTL on Chr 18 in this study. The reported 
protein QTL region shown in SoyBase spans a large range from 4.53 to 107.75 cM 
which, corresponds to 0.61 to 57 Mbp (Grant, 2010; Mao et al., 2013), so it is not 
possible to determine if these two QTL are actually referring to the same region.  
 The third QTL detected for seed oil concentration in UX2729 is on Chr 15, and 
there is a corresponding QTL for seed protein concentration at the same location (Table 
7B). The U03-310317 line contributes the allele for increased seed oil concentration, with 
an average additive effect of 1.2 g kg-1, while the PI 547827 parent contributes the allele 
for increased seed protein concentration, with an average additive effect of 1.9 g kg-1 
(Table 7B). Reinprecht et al. (2006) and Qi et al. (2011)  reported seed oil QTL in this 
region, and the protein QTL corresponds to the previous report by Lee et al. (1996). 
QTL associated with sum(p+o) concentration or carbohydrate concentration 
Seed carbohydrate concentration is calculated as a difference, using the protein, 
oil, moisture, and fiber measurements from NIRS analysis of the seeds. The fiber 
measurement varies slightly, but not significantly, so the variables “sum (p+o)” and 
“carbohydrate concentration” are completely and negatively correlated. They are 
discussed here together. For population UX2727 in the Nebraska combined analysis, five 
significant QTL were detected that explains 25% of the total phenotypic variance (Table 
7A). The QTL found on chromosomes 2, 5, and 6 are also observed in the Lincoln and 
Mead single environment analyses (Table 7A). The QTL on chromosome 16 was also 
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detected in the Lincoln environment. The QTL on chromosome 6 that was observed in 
the combined QTL analysis has been reported by Chen et al. (2007). The other QTL on 
chromosomes 2, 4, 5, and 16 do not have any reported association with increased sum of 
protein + oil, though they all have been reported as QTL for either protein concentration 
or oil concentration (Orf et al., 1999; Pathan et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014a). 
Chromosome 5 has confirmed oil and protein QTL that are in close proximity to the QTL 
for sum(p+o) identified in population UX2727 in this study (Pathan et al., 2013).   
For population UX2729, the Nebraska combined analysis identified one QTL on 
Chr 8 that is also identified in both the Mead and Lincoln single-environment analyses 
(Table 7B). This region on Chr 8 corresponds to previous reports of QTL for seed oil 
concentration, but none for seed protein (Mansur et al., 1993; Tajuddin et al., 2003). 
Another significant QTL on Ch 8 was reported in the combined analysis for all three 
environments. This region corresponds to previous reports for protein and oil QTL 
(Mansur et al., 1993; Mao et al., 2013; Tajuddin et al., 2003). There are no similar QTL 
associated with sum(p+o) and carbohydrate concentration across both populations.  
QTL associated with soluble sugars 
The carbohydrate concentration calculated above includes both structural and 
soluble carbohydrates. In soybean seed, the primary soluble carbohydrates are sucrose, 
raffinose, and stachyose, with sucrose accounting for most of that (Hymowitz and 
Collins, 1974; Kuo et al., 1988; Obendorf et al., 1998). The results reported here are 
presented with the acknowledgement that the data for sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose 
concentration in the seeds is from NIRS only, using a Perten DA7250 with calibration 
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Whole and Ground Soybean 2015. No HPLC data for more direct measurement of seed 
sugar profiles were obtained. These results are presented for informational purposes, as 
preliminary data and screening for potential follow-up direct measurements on a smaller 
number of samples for confirmation.  
Two significant QTL for seed raffinose concentration were detected in this study; 
one on Chr 9 in population UX2727, and one on Chr 15 in population UX2729, each 
explaining about 4.3% of the variation (Tables 7A & 7B). Neither QTL corresponds to a 
previously reported QTL for raffinose, or to the position of the rsm1 gene on Chr 6, 
(Skoneczka et al., 2009).  
In population UX2727, there are three significant QTL identified in association 
with seed stachyose concentration that explain 12.8% of the total phenotypic variance 
(Table 7A). The QTL on Chr 6 is also observed in the individual analyses for the Mead 
and Lincoln environments (Table 7A). The QTL found on Chr 9 was also observed in 
close proximity to the QTL for seed raffionse concentration (Table 7A). For population 
UX2729, two unique QTL were significantly associated with seed stachyose 
concentration that explains 10.1% of the total phenotypic variance (Table 7B). For 
population UX2729, the allele from the common parental line PI 547827 was responsible 
for an increase in stachyose concentration for both QTL on Chr 4 and 6. Skoneczka et al. 
(2009) reported a QTL on Chr 6 associated with the Rsm1 locus between Satt 213 and 
Satt 643, which has been associated with raffinosacharide concentration in soybean 
seeds, with Glyma.06g179200 identified as a probable candidate gene. This region 
corresponds to 13 to 17 Mbp on Chr 6 (www.soybase.org). For population UX2729, this 
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region is 1.5 Mbp away from the significant stachyose QTL, and 16 Mbp away from the 
significant QTL in population UX2727. After close examination, the QTL in population 
UX2729 is mostly likely not associated with the Rsm1 locus because we have dense 
markers covered in the candidate gene area and still observed the QTL peak 1.5 Mbp 
away.  
For seed sucrose concentration five significant QTL were identified in population 
UX2727 across environments that explain 22.8% of the total phenotypic variance (Table 
7A). The QTL identified in this study on Chr 3, 5, and 12 have not been previously 
reported. The significant QTL on Chr 2 and 6 have been reported previously by Kim et 
al. (2005b) and Skoneczka et al. (2009), respectively. The QTL found on Ch 5 is over 10 
Mbp away from the previous report by Maughan et al. (2000), so it is unlikely that these 
are the same QTL. The SNP marker associated with the QTL on Chr 5 for seed sucrose 
concentration is the same marker that is significant for the QTL for sum(p+o) and 
carbohydrate. The PI 547827 parent is the source of the allele with a positive effect on 
the trait for seed sucrose and seed carbohydrate concentration at this QTL (Table 7A). 
The parent lines differ significantly for seed sucrose concentration, and the PI parent 
actually has lower average sucrose concentration than the U06-102876 line (Table 4A). It 
is the U06-line parent that contributes the allele for increased sucrose at the other four 
QTL identified in this population on chromosomes 2, 3, 6, and 12 (Table 7A). This 
observation demonstrates several recombination events that occurred between the 
parental lines. The RIL UX2727-13-1-0058, which contains all five QTL alleles for 
higher seed sucrose concentration from both parental lines, has a mean seed sucrose 
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concentration of 52.1 g kg-1, which is higher than either parent in the NE combined 
(Table 4A).   
For population UX2729, two QTL across Nebraska environments were 
significantly associated with seed sucrose concentration, explaining 9.4% of the total 
phenotypic variance (Table 7B). Both QTL on Chr 8 and 20 have been reported 
previously (Maughan et al., 2000)  
Pleiotropic QTL and putative candidate genes 
For population UX2729, Chr 8 contains a QTL associated with sum(p+o) 
(Appendix 12B). The Glyma08g16590 gene is in this region, at position 12155271.  The 
gene is a homolog of AtCAC2, which is a biotin carboxylase, involved in the production 
of malonyl-CoA from acetyl Co-A (http://www.uniprot.org/). This step is at the 
intersection of the TCA cycle and fatty acid synthesis, where processes could be directed 
more towards oil production or toward amino acids or starch (Chao et al, 2017). 
Identification of this region as a QTL affecting the summation of protein and oil 
measured in this study supports the likelihood that Glyma08g16590 is the candidate gene 
underlying this QTL.  
Also in population UX2729, Chr 15 contains QTL in the same region associated 
with protein and oil (Table 7B). A hydrophobic seed protein precursor gene, 
Glyma15g13750 at position 10366158 resides within close approximation to this studies 
QTL. This gene was expressed during three different development stages in soybean, 
pod, 5-mm bean, and full-size using DNA microarray analysis (Asakura et al., 2012). 
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Glyma15g13750 seems as a likely candidate for the QTL associated with protein and oil 
on Chr 15.  
Phenotypic Analysis 
 To characterize seed traits, data were collected from two Nebraska environments 
and one tropical environment in Puerto Rico for all RILs and parents in both populations, 
using an augmented field design with small incomplete blocks of 18 entries. Frequency 
distributions for 526 RILs in population UX2727 and 404 RILs in population UX2729 
followed a normal distribution for all seed and plant traits evaluated (Figures 1A-E, 
Appendix Tables 1-8, and Appendix Figures 1-24), and transgressive segregation was 
observed for seed protein, oil, sum(p+o) concentration in both populations.  
Analyses of variance  
 An analysis of variance was conducted for each experiment in each environment 
(Appendix Tables 9A, 9B, 10A, 10B, 11A and 11B). In addition, combined analyses 
were conducted for each population for (1) the two Nebraska environments, and (2) all 
three environments together, including the Puerto Rico environment. The effects of 
environment and blocks within environments were significant for all seed composition 
and plant traits, except for maturity (Tables 6A-D). Parents differed significantly for all 
traits in both populations, except for seed oil concentration and plot maturity for 
population UX2727 in the Nebraska environments, and carbohydrate over all 
environments (Tables 6A & B), and for seed stachyose and sucrose concentrations for 
both populations (Tables 6B & D). For population UX2727, the RILs showed significant 
genotype x environment interaction effects for all traits except carbohydrate over all 
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environments, and oil, protein, maturity, raffinose, stachyose, and sucrose in the 
Nebraska environments (Tables 6A & B). For population UX2729, the RILs showed 
significant genotype x environment interaction effects for all traits except oil, sum(p+o), 
carbohydrate, seed yield, raffinose, and stachyose in the Nebraska environments (Tables 
6C & D).  
To look further at the genotype x environment effects, two groups of 10 RILs 
were selected based on their average seed composition values in the two Nebraska 
environments for seed protein, oil, and sum(p+o). The RIL values for each trait were 
plotted across environments, with environments ordered according to environment mean 
for that trait (Figure 3-8). In general, selections based on the average of the NE 
environments were stable across NE environments for all three traits; the Puerto Rico 
environment was the only environment that showed lines crossing between the high and 
low RIL groups. The PR environment had the lowest average protein and highest average 
oil concentration for both populations. One explanation for seed oil concentration is the 
effect of higher temperature during seed fill related to an increase in oil concentration 
(Dornbos and Mullen, 1992; Gibson and Mullen, 1996; Piper and Boote, 1999). 
However, other differences between Puerto Rico and the Nebraska environments include 
photoperiod, length of the growing season, and edaphic factors. In this experiment, 
soybean plots in the PR environment were planted in a field where soybeans had been 
grown the previous year, but no additional inoculation was made at planting for this 
experiment.   
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There are some interactions among the RILs in the Nebraska environments, but 
lines from the two groups do not cross. Some lines show stability across three 
environments. For example, UX2729-2-1-0069 maintains an increased seed oil 
concentration across environments (Figure 7, top purple line). To further investigate 
temperature and other effects, a small group of lines that show significantly different 
responses can be selected and evaluated in controlled environments, like growth 
chambers or greenhouses, with specific treatments at key developmental stages to further 
understand the interactions.  
Heritability 
Estimates of genetic variance were higher in the NE environments than the PR 
environment, and broad sense heritability estimates on an entry mean basis were nearly 
twice as large in the NE environments compared with PR (Table 5). The increased 
heritability estimate is observed is a result of decreased genotype by environment 
variance and decreased error variance in NE environments compared to PR. Additionally, 
it is important to note that individual environments may have a biased increased 
heritability because the genotype by environment is confounded within the genetic 
variance. Heritability estimates for seed oil concentration were about 0.70 for both 
populations in the combined NE analysis vs. 0.37 for all three environments combined. 
Similar results were seen for seed protein concentration, with heritability estimates of 
0.74 (UX2727) and 0.69 (UX2729) in NE environments. Heritability estimates for 
sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose were lower than for protein and oil concentration. 
Among the sugars, seed sucrose concentration showed the highest heritability, ranging 
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from 0.52 to 0.59 in the NE environments for population UX2727 (Table 5).  Heritability 
estimates for protein and oil in all environments including Puerto Rico was within the 
range in previous reports, from 30 to 87% (Brummer et al., 1997; Burton, 1987; Cober 
and D Voldeng, 2000; Panthee et al., 2005).  Heritability estimates for seed sugar 
concentration in this experiment are lower than previous reports in the literature, which 
range from 42 to 87%. (Cicek et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2005b) This could be due to the 
different phenotyping methods used. Previous reports used HPLC to quantify sugar 
composition, but in this study we used reflectance NIR. Verification of seed sugar 
profiles in selected lines from this study by HPLC will be necessary, but the NIR 
information may be useful as a preliminary screening of the 900 lines to identify 
promising lines for the more expensive HPLC analysis.  
Correlations among traits 
It has been well documented that seed protein concentration and seed oil 
concentration are generally negatively correlated (Burton, 1985; Chung et al., 2003; 
Cober and D Voldeng, 2000; Panthee et al., 2005). Posadas et al. (2014) and Recker et al. 
(2014) showed that selection for increased seed yield from a base population of high-
protein lines from the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection resulted in a significant 
linear increase in yield, with a correlated decrease in seed protein concentration over 
cycles of selection. Phenotypic correlations between seed oil and protein concentration in 
this study were -0.77 and -0.84 for the two populations, with genotypic correlations of     
-0.60 for UX2727 and -0.81 for the UX2729 population (Table 3). The range agrees with 
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phenotypic and genotypic correlations for seed protein and oil concentration that have 
been reported in the literature.  
 Correlations between seed composition traits and yield in this study show a 
significant deviation from what is generally reported in the literature. Seed protein 
concentration showed a significant positive genotypic correlation of about 0.41 with seed 
yield, while seed oil concentration, in contrast, showed a negative genotypic correlation 
with seed yield in both populations. There was no significant phenotypic correlation with 
yield for either seed protein or seed oil concentration in these two populations (Table 3). 
These results are completely opposite of what is generally reported in the literature. Most 
studies report significant negative phenotypic and genotypic correlations between seed 
protein concentration and yield, and positive genotypic and phenotypic correlations 
between seed oil concentration and yield. Recker et al. (2014) reported no correlation 
between seed yield and seed protein concentration in two soybean populations that had 
undergone long-term random mating. Additionally, the sum(p+o) showed a positive 
genotypic correlation with yield, and no significant phenotypic correlation, in both 
populations.  
These results indicate that, in these and other populations structured in this manor, 
accounting for the third most variable seed component, carbohydrate, it should be 
possible to increase seed protein concentration, and seed oil concentration, while also 
obtaining increased yield. That is the ultimate goal, to be able to provide improved 
quality for soybean producers and end users, and at the same time continue to increase 
productivity, efficiency, and profitability for the producer.   
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 Correlations among seed and plant traits showed no strong correlations with plant 
maturity for any trait (Table 8). In addition, there was no significant relationship between 
seed constituent composition and seed weight, but seed weight was positively correlated 
with total seed yield (Table 8). The yield data in this experiment are based on small plot 
yields from single-row plots 1 m long. But the experimental design was an augmented 
design with small incomplete blocks, and a heat map of the fields for yield data indicates 
good uniformity across the experiment (Appendix Figure 25-44). Of course, the 
relationships between seed composition traits and yield will need to be verified in larger, 
standard-sized yield test plots replicated over environments.  
  Soybean oil is the leading vegetable oil in the world, and soybean protein meal is 
a leading, high-quality meal for feed and food uses (Association, 2010). The rationale for 
focus on seed compositional quality relates to expectations of end users regarding 
quantity and quality of product. Processors expect a yield of about 11 pounds of crude oil 
per bushel, and a resulting soybean protein meal with 48% protein (Brumm and 
Hurburgh, 1990).  Using these criteria, based on average seed composition values over 
NE environments, virtually all of the lines in both populations meet or exceed selected 
processor seed composition targets of at least 47.5% protein meal and an oil yield of 11 
pounds per bushel (Figure 2B). Given the absence of any negative correlations with yield, 
and possibly a positive genetic correlation in these populations for sum(p+o) and yield, it 
would be expected that from among the more than 900 lines in these two populations, we 
would be able to identify higher yielding lines with both increased oil and increased 
protein concentration in the seed. This observation is expected due to the third largest 
variable seed component, soluble carbohydrate.  
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For population UX2727, two individuals were identified that contain the desired 
increased seed compositions values (Figure 9A). The two individual RILs are UX2727-9-
1-0081 and UX2727-9-1-0041. The genotypes of the selected RILs lines were evaluated 
to identify their allelic status at significant QTL reported in this study (Tables 7A & 7B). 
The RIL UX2727-9-1-0081 contained all alleles of significant QTL that contributed to an 
increase in sum(p+o) (Table 10A). In general, UX2727-9-1-0081 possesses more QTL 
alleles for increased protein, oil, and sum(p+o) than UX2727-9-1-0041. Both lines 
represent recombinants for multiple QTL throughout the genome, resulting in the unique 
phenotypes with increased seed oil and seed protein concentration (Table 10A).  
One individual was identified in the UX2729 population that has increased seed 
protein, oil, and sum(p+o) (Figure 9B).  The RIL UX2729-2-1-0071 contains all QTL 
identified in this population that increase protein, oil, and sum(p+o) (Table 10B). 
Additionally, this line has none of the QTL associated with increased soluble sugar 
concentration. The identification of QTL from different parental lines in a RIL would not 
be possible without large population sizes to sample the recombination events. 
Populations like these, and future crosses using selected lines with new combinations of 
QTL identified here, should lead to higher yielding soybean lines with improved seed 
composition traits offering higher value to the processor and the producer 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
By evaluating two large and diverse RIL populations, we have identified 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with seed protein, seed oil, seed sum(p+o) or seed 
carbohydrate concentrations. In addition, we identified relationships among the seed 
composition traits that are contrary to most published results, and which allow for 
recovery of unique, desired phenotypes with increased seed protein and seed oil 
concentration along with increased yield. The fact that there are no similar sum(p+o) or 
carbohydrate QTL identified across both populations suggests that combining these QTL 
could further increase sum(p+o). This would allow breeders to add new sources of 
sum(p+o) and carbohydrate QTL into their breeding material that have not been 
previously associated with other large effect QTL.  
Furthermore, virtually all the RIL meet or exceeded selected processor seed 
composition targets of at least 47.5% protein meal and oil yield of 11 pounds per bushel, 
indicating that the increased seed protein and increased seed oil concentrations are also 
directly translatable to value for the end user. Given the absence of any negative 
correlations with yield and possibly a positive genetic correlation in these populations for 
sum(p+o) and yield, it would be expected that from among the 900 lines in these 
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populations we would be able to identify higher yielding lines with increased oil and 
increased protein concentration.  
One of those lines is UX2727-8-1-0036, which is high yielding with increased oil 
of 207.6 g kg-1 and protein concentration of 348.3 g kg-1 and containing a sum(p+o) of 
556 g kg-1 and seed yield 378.2 g. Also, UX2727-12-1-0083 contains the desired trait 
values with a protein concentration of 353.5 g kg-1, oil concentration of 203.7 g kg-1, and 
sum(p+o) of 557 g kg-1 and a seed yield of  375.9 g.  Population UX2729, on average, 
has the higher yield and most increased oil and protein concentration of the two 
populations in this study, with a sum(p+o) of 569.9 g kg-1 and average plot seed yield of 
428 g. Crossing these selected lines into elite cultivar could produce even higher yielding 
progeny with increased seed protein and oil concentrations.  Moreover, selected lines 
from these populations will be evaluated in multiple environments in larger, standard 
yield plots. This allows for the detection of stable QTL across environments and 
additional information for a stability analysis, providing the breeder with additional and 
useful QTL information that can be manipulated for their target environments. 
 Continued investigation of populations like these, and future crosses using 
selected lines identified here, from these populations, could lead to higher yielding 
soybean lines with improved seed composition traits offering higher value to the 
processor and the producer.    
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Parental	Line	 Origin	 Description	 Seed	Composition	†	 	 	 	
	 	 	 Protein		 Oil		 	 	 	
PI	547827	 USDA-ARS	and	
Illinois	Agricultural	
Experimental	Station	
Pedigree:	Elf(6)	x	Williams							
Cultivar:	L81-4274	
351	g	kg-1		 198	g	kg-1		 	 	 	
U06-102876	 University	of	
Nebraska	Soybean	
Breeding	Program	
Experimental	line	with	increased	oil	
concentration	from	elite	crossing	program	
326	g	kg-1	 214	g	kg-1	 	 	 	
U03-310317	 University	of	
Nebraska	Soybean	
Breeding	Program	
Experimental	line	with	increased	protein	
concentration	from	elite	crossing	program	
343	g	kg-1		 208	g	kg-1		 	 	 	
†	Values	are	adjusted	LSMEANS	from	across	environments	on	a	13%	moisture	basis	from	this	experiment	
 
Table	1.	Description	of	Parental	Lines 
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UX2727 U06-102876 PI	547827 526 212 4412
UX2729 U03-310317 PI	547827 404 156 6063
Polymorhpic	
Markers	
Number
Population Female	Parent Male	Parent #	of	RILs	
evaluated
#	of	RILs	
genotyped
Table	2:	Description	of	populations	used	in	this	study	including	parental	information,	number	of	RILs	in	each	population,	the	number	of	RILs	
that	were	genotyped,	percentage	of	genotyped	RILs	for	each	trait,	and	number	of	total	polymorphic	markers	per	population.	
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Traits‡ Genotypic S.E. Phenotypic S.E. Genotypic	 S.E. Phenotypic S.E.
Protein	vs.	Oil	 -0.60 0.05 -0.77 0.01 -0.81 0.04 -0.84 0.01
Protein	vs.	Sum(P+O) 0.85 0.02 0.88 0.01 0.78 0.04 0.88 0.01
Protein	vs.	CHO -0.85 0.02 -0.88 0.01 -0.78 0.04 -0.88 0.01
Protein	vs.	Seed	yield 0.41 0.14 -0.03 0.03 0.42 0.17 -0.03 0.03
Oil	vs.	Sum(P+O) -0.10 0.08 -0.36 0.02 -0.25 0.10 -0.47 0.02
Oil		vs.	CHO 0.10 0.08 0.37 0.02 0.26 0.10 0.48 0.02
Oil	vs.	Seed	yield -0.42 0.13 0.01 0.03 -0.20 0.14 -0.02 0.03
Sum(P+O)	vs.	CHO -1.00 2.18 -1.00 1.10 -1.00 0.00 -1.00 0.00
Sum(P+O)	vs.	Seed	yield 0.23 0.12 -0.04 0.03 0.46 0.18 -0.06 0.03
‡	All	seed	components	were	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	
SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	
seed	carbohydrate	concentration	(CHO).	Seed	yield	grams	per	plot
Population†
UX2727	 UX2729	
†	Population	UX2727	is	a	cross	between	PI	547827	and	U06-102876	(increased	seed	oil	concentration)	and	population	UX2729	is	a	
cross	between	PI	547827	and	U03-310317	(increased	seed	protein	concentration)
Table	3.	Genotypic	and	phenotypic	correlations	among	seed	composition	and	plant	traits	for	two	soybean	RIL	
populations.		 
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Population	UX2727
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1)
Oil	 Combined	 194.3 217.3 206.6 4.1 197.9 0.8 214.5 0.5
NE	Combined	 192.2 216.7 205.2 0.4 193.5 0.1 214.2 0.1
Lincoln	 189.3 222.3 206.5 5.6 195.8 0.4 216.9 0.8
Mead	 188.2 221.0 203.8 4.7 191.2 0.7 211.6 1.0
Puerto	Rico	 191.0 229.0 209.5 6.9 206.9 1.0 215.0 0.8
Protein Combined	 315.8 360.6 339.5 7.6 350.8 1.3 326.2 0.8
NE	Combined	 319.6 362.7 342.5 0.8 357.6 0.3 326.6 0.3
Lincoln	 318.7 365.7 342.2 8.8 356.9 0.6 325.6 1.1
Mead	 313.7 366.0 342.8 8.6 358.3 0.8 327.7 1.4
Puerto	Rico	 289.0 371.0 333.5 15.6 337.0 2.5 325.2 1.8
Sum(P+O) Combined	 530.3 562.4 546.1 5.8 548.7 0.7 540.7 0.5
NE	Combined	 530.4 569.0 547.6 0.6 551.1 0.2 540.9 0.2
Lincoln	 527.6 571.1 548.8 7.0 552.6 0.5 542.5 0.7
Mead	 529.3 558.1 537.4 3.9 549.5 0.6 539.2 0.8
Puerto	Rico	 518.0 563.0 543.0 9.4 544.0 1.6 540.3 1.1
Carbohydrate Combined	 212.2 241.3 226.9 5.2 224.6 0.7 231.9 0.5
NE	Combined	 206.0 240.7 225.1 0.6 222.0 0.2 231.3 0.2
Lincoln	 204.7 243.7 224.1 6.3 220.6 0.5 229.8 0.6
Mead	 215.9 241.7 234.7 3.6 223.4 0.5 232.8 0.7
Puerto	Rico	 212.0 253.0 230.6 8.6 229.7 1.5 233.2 1.0
Stachyose NE	Combined	 35.0 48.6 42.3 0.5 40.4 0.5 43.6 0.5
Lincoln	 29.6 48.6 39.2 3.1 36.9 0.4 40.7 0.5
Mead	 36.4 53.8 44.7 1.0 42.8 0.6 46.0 0.4
Sucrose NE	Combined	 30.2 63.9 46.5 3.9 42.8 0.7 49.3 0.7
Lincoln	 23.9 63.1 42.5 4.1 37.4 0.5 45.7 0.9
Mead	 31.4 69.7 49.4 6.3 46.7 0.8 53.1 0.7
Raffinose NE	Combined	 5.9 8.2 7.0 0.2 7.1 0.1 7.1 0.1
Lincoln	 5.2 8.4 6.8 0.3 6.8 0.1 6.9 0.1
Mead	 5.6 9.2 7.3 1.0 7.4 0.1 7.4 0.1
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g)
Seed	Weight	(g/100) NE	Combined	 13.3 19.8 16.0 1.0 15.8 2.0 15.6 2.1
Lincoln	 11.8 21.5 16.0 1.4 15.7 0.2 15.6 0.4
Mead	 11.0 20.0 15.1 1.3 14.9 0.3 15.0 0.2
Seed	Yield	 NE	Combined	 264.0 586.0 427.7 38.0 392.2 9.2 401.6 8.4
Lincoln	 222.1 703.1 456.2 75.7 441.1 9.5 428.1 11.4
Mead	 177.0 698.3 399.4 73.6 343.3 11.2 375.1 10.8
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days)
Maturity NE	Combined	 113.5 123.1 117.4 1.2 119.2 0.2 118.2 0.2
Lincoln 113.0 123.0 117.6 1.5 118.6 0.2 117.4 0.2
Mead 111.1 124.5 117.1 2.0 117.1 0.3 117.0 0.3
RILs PI	547827 U06-102876
RILs PI	547827 U06-102876
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	
protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	yield	
grams	per	plot.	Seed	weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	measured	as	days	from	planting.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	
and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013	(Combined)	and	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013	(NE	
Combined)
RILs PI	547827 U06-102876
Table	4A.	Mean	seed	yield	and	seed	composition	traits	for	each	environment	and	combined	over	environments	for	parents	and	
recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	population	UX2727.		
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Population	UX2729
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1) (g kg-1)
Oil	 Combined	 193.9 222.5 203.7 4.4 199.2 0.7 208.1 0.6
NE	Combined	 191.8 222.0 202.4 0.5 195.9 0.2 206.9 0.2
Lincoln	 188.9 223.9 203.8 6.1 196.6 0.6 209.2 0.8
Mead	 186.0 222.3 200.9 5.5 195.2 0.7 204.7 0.6
Puerto	Rico	 188.0 230.0 206.1 7.5 205.9 1.2 210.6 1.3
Protein Combined	 324.5 368.0 349.6 7.3 351.4 1.3 343.6 1.3
NE	Combined	 327.3 369.7 353.4 0.7 356.65 0.3 348.29 0.3
Lincoln	 320.2 374.2 349.9 8.7 355.0 0.8 344.3 0.9
Mead	 333.6 378.9 354.1 6.5 358.3 0.9 352.2 0.9
Puerto	Rico	 290.0 374.0 342.1 16.2 340.6 2.7 334.0 2.6
Sum(P+O) Combined	 542.2 567.2 553.3 4.5 550.6 0.8 551.7 0.8
NE	Combined	 543.1 569.9 555.8 0.5 552.6 0.2 555.2 0.2
Lincoln	 537.5 572.0 553.7 6.0 551.6 0.8 553.5 0.9
Mead	 543.3 575.5 557.9 5.8 553.5 0.9 557.0 0.8
Puerto	Rico	 520.0 569.0 548.3 9.4 546.5 1.7 544.6 1.4
Carbohydrate Combined	 208.0 230.5 220.5 4.1 222.9 0.7 221.9 0.8
NE	Combined	 217.2 229.3 217.7 0.4 220.7 0.2 218.2 0.2
Lincoln	 203.1 234.6 219.5 5.5 221.6 0.7 219.6 0.8
Mead	 200.4 228.8 215.9 5.2 219.7 0.8 216.8 0.7
Puerto	Rico	 207.0 252.0 225.9 8.7 227.5 1.5 229.3 1.3
Stachyose NE	Combined	 33.7 44.8 40.0 2.0 39.7 0.5 40.7 0.4
Lincoln	 28.2 45.6 38.2 2.9 36.3 0.5 38.4 0.5
Mead	 34.0 50.2 41.1 2.8 41.3 0.4 42.0 0.4
Sucrose NE	Combined	 34.0 52.3 42.1 3.5 43.3 0.5 41.5 0.6
Lincoln		 24.0 57.7 40.1 5.3 40.6 0.8 40.7 0.9
Mead	 24.8 56.6 40.0 5.5 41.2 0.7 39.7 0.9
Raffinose NE	Combined	 5.9 8.2 6.9 0.4 7.1 0.1 7.1 0.1
Lincoln	 5.3 9.0 6.9 0.6 7.1 6.9 6.9 0.1
Mead	 5.4 8.8 6.8 0.6 7.0 6.7 7.4 0.1
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g)
Seed	Weight	(g/100) NE	Combined	 15.6 20.1 16.9 1.1 15.6 0.5 17.8 0.4
Lincoln	 12.2 21.3 16.9 1.5 15.1 0.2 18.0 0.2
Mead	 11.7 20.2 16.3 1.3 15.2 0.2 17.6 0.2
Seed	Yield NE	Combined	 213.1 545.2 384.3 41.0 341.6 9.3 387.6 7.9
Lincoln	 106.2 656.4 407.1 94.4 363.9 12.4 401.0 12.1
Mead	 156.3 668.4 419.2 23.6 370.5 14.1 431.8 9.4
Min Max Mean S.D. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.
Trait† Enviornment‡ (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days) (days)
Maturity NE	Combined	 113.5 123.1 117.4 1.2 119.2 0.2 118.2 0.2
Lincoln 113.2 122.2 117.3 1.5 118.6 0.2 117.2 0.2
Mead 112.4 121.4 116.8 1.7 117.3 0.3 117.5 0.3
RILs PI	547827 U03-310317
RILs PI	547827 U03-310317
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	
protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	yield	
grams	per	plot.	Seed	weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	measured	as	days	from	planting.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	
and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013	(Combined)	and	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013	(NE	
Combined)
RILs PI	547827 U06-102876
Table	4B.	Mean	seed	yield	and	seed	composition	traits	for	each	environment	and	combined	over	environments	for	parents	and	
recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	population	UX2729	
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Trait† Enviornment‡ Genetic	Var. GxE	Var. Error	Var. H2 Trait† Enviornment‡ Genetic	Var. GxE	Var. Error	Var. H2
Oil	 Combined	 0.10 0.05507 0.15 0.37 Oil	 Combined	 0.1111 0.05441 0.17 0.37
NE	Combined 0.14 0.00703 0.12 0.69 NE	Combined 0.1534 0.01227 0.12 0.70
Lincoln	 0.16 0.11 0.60 Lincoln	 0.1979 0.11 0.65
Mead	 0.14 0.14 0.49 Mead	 0.1611 0.11 0.59
Puerto	Rico	 1.53E-01 0.20 0.43 Puerto	Rico	 1.66E-01 0.28 0.37
Protein Combined	 0.32 1.86E-01 0.53 0.35 Protein Combined	 0.2777 2.00E-01 0.54 0.31
NE	Combined 0.42 2.51E-04 0.30 0.74 NE	Combined 0.3283 1.37E-01 0.16 0.69
Lincoln	 0.53 0.20 0.72 Lincoln	 0.5025 0.16 0.76
Mead	 0.40 0.32 0.55 Mead	 0.4348 0.16 0.73
Puerto	Rico		 5.05E-01 1.13 0.31 Puerto	Rico		 6.63E-01 1.15 0.37
Sum(P+O) Combined	 0.22 8.22E-02 0.22 0.46 Sum(P+O) Combined	 0.1064 6.58E-02 0.21 0.31
NE	Combined 0.33 2.36E-02 0.13 0.81 NE	Combined 0.1457 1.19E-02 0.14 0.66
Lincoln	 0.38 0.09 0.81 Lincoln	 0.1625 0.14 0.54
Mead	 0.36 0.15 0.71 Mead	 0.1602 0.14 0.54
Puerto	Rico		 1.19E-01 0.44 0.21 Puerto	Rico		 2.11E-01 0.35 0.38
Carbohydrate Combined	 0.17 6.60E-02 0.19 0.45 Carbohydrate Combined	 0.08677 5.48E-02 0.18 0.30
NE	Combined 0.27 1.69E-02 0.11 0.69 NE	Combined 0.1178 8.52E-03 0.12 0.64
Lincoln	 0.31 0.08 0.80 Lincoln	 0.1358 0.12 0.54
Mead	 0.29 0.13 0.70 Mead	 0.1297 0.11 0.55
Puerto	Rico		 9.46E-02 0.38 0.20 Puerto	Rico		 1.76E-01 0.30 0.37
Seed	weight	(g/100) NE	Combined	 0.61 0.004299 0.97 0.38 Seed	weight	(g/100) NE	Combined	 0.8236 0.1159 0.83 0.48
Lincoln	 0.49 1.29 0.27 Lincoln	 1.142 0.81 0.59
Mead	 3.71E-20 1.29 0.00 Mead	 7.82E-01 0.86 0.48
Seed	Yield NE	Combined 4.87E+02 159.77 3296 0.12 Seed	Yield NE	Combined 4.43E+02 5.33E-15 3665 0.10
Lincoln	 3.10E+02 3302 0.08 Lincoln 2.69E+02 3965 0.06
Mead 7.58E+02 3503 0.18 Mead 5.76E+02 3420 0.14
Sucrose NE	Combined	 0.17 0.01609 0.15 0.52 Sucrose NE	Combined	 0.08125 0.06149 0.11 0.37
Lincoln	 0.17 0.13 0.56 Lincoln	 0.00039 0.22 0.00
Mead	 0.22 0.15 0.59 Mead	 0.1593 0.11 0.60
Stachyose NE	Combined	 0.02 3.91E-19 0.06 0.26 Stachyose NE	Combined	 2.01E-02 5.35E-03 0.04 0.33
Lincoln	 0.02 0.05 0.33 Lincoln	 1.27E-02 0.04 0.23
Mead	 0.03 0.05 0.38 Mead	 3.36E-02 0.04 0.48
Raffinose NE	Combined	 6.79E-04 0 1.91E-03 0.26 Raffinose NE	Combined	 6.87E-04 8.44E-23 1.75E-03 0.28
Lincoln	 3.40E-05 2.16E-03 0.02 Lincoln	 6.20E-05 2.12E-03 0.03
Mead	 5.68E-22 2.86E-03 0.002 Mead	 4.58E-04 2.17E-03 0.17
UX2727 UX2729
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	
concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	yield	grams	per	plot.	Seed	weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	
measured	as	days	from	planting.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	
Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013	(Combined)	and	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013	(NE	Combined)
Table	5.	Variance	component	and	broad	sense	heritability	estimates	on	an	entry	mean	basis	for	seed	traits	in	three	
environments	and	combined	over	environments.		
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Table	6A:Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	three	environments	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	UX2727	soybean	RIL	
population.		
Population	UX2727
Trait†
Source DF
Environment‡ 2
Block(Environment) 96
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 529
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 2
RILs*Environment 1046
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 2
Error 96
Trait†
Source DF
Environment‡ 2
Block(Environment) 96
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 529
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 2
RILs*Environment 1046
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 2
Error 96
Oil	
Sum(P+O)	
†	All	seed	components	were	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	
protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013.	
MS F	value Pr	>	F
570.74 3040.45 <.0001
1.66 8.83 <.0001
72.13 384.24 <.0001
0.85 4.54 <.0001
161.66 861.20 <.0001
76.34 406.67 <.0001
0.26 1.40 0.0183
0.04 0.21 0.6494
0.19
MS F	value Pr	>	F
640.53 2269.87 	<.0001
5.92 20.97 	<.0001
463.02 1640.83 	<.0001
2.76 9.80 	<.0001
52.08 184.57 	<.0001
158.67 562.29 	<.0001
0.64 2.26 	<.0001
0.19 0.69 0.4082
0.28
MS F	value Pr	>	F
2399.49 3572.32 <.0001
11.20 16.67 <.0001
169.65 252.58 <.0001
3.32 4.94 <.0001
397.26 591.44 <.0001
15.20 22.63 <.0001
1.06 1.58 0.0025
0.41 0.61 0.4376
0.67
MS F	value Pr	>	F
505.15 1677.68 <.0001
6.73 22.36 <.0001
26.94 89.48 <.0001
1.87 6.21 <.0001
43.04 142.93 <.0001
0.50 1.67 0.1941
0.64 2.14 <.0001
0.84 2.78 0.0988
0.30
Protein
Carbohydrate	
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Population	UX2727
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 64
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 527
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 522
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 64
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 64
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 527
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 522
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 64
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 64
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 527
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 522
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 64
Oil	
Carbohydrate	
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	
conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	yield	grams	per	plot.	Seed	
weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	measured	as	days	from	planting.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	
concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
Raffinose
‡	Nebraska	combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	and	Mead,	NE	2013.
MS F	value Pr	>	F
15.47 88.18 <.0001
0.84 4.76 <.0001
0.01 0.06 0.8146
0.64 3.65 <.0001
175.51 1000.52 <.0001
1.98 11.31 0.0013
0.20 1.11 0.3054
0.04 0.22 0.6387
0.18
MS F	value Pr	>	F
0.00 0.01 0.9341
1.75 6.85 		<.0001
4.54 17.82 	<.0001
1.30 5.10 	<.0001
49.59 194.67 	<.0001
0.54 2.13 0.1498
0.36 1.43 0.0386
0.84 3.28 0.0746
0.25
MS F	value Pr	>	F
1.0260 533.17 <.0001
0.0088 4.59 <.0001
0.0087 4.50 0.0377
0.0033 1.69 0.0052
0.0007 0.35 0.5538
0.0002 0.12 0.7257
0.0019 0.97 0.5833
0.0004 0.19 0.6639
0.0019
MS F	value Pr	>	F
2.04 4.78 0.0324
1.70 4.00 		<.0001
3.17 7.44 0.0082
1.77 4.15 	<.0001
442.05 1039.19 	<.0001
0.12 0.29 0.5918
0.53 1.25 0.1367
0.41 0.96 0.331
0.43
MS F	value Pr	>	F
121.18 59.28 	<.0001
3.08 1.51 0.052
3.29 1.61 0.2095
2.74 1.34 0.0727
13.36 6.54 0.0129
2.55 1.25 0.2684
1.03 0.50 1
9.82 4.80 0.0321
2.04
MS F	value Pr	>	F
90.22 1834.48 <.0001
0.41 8.32 <.0001
0.14 2.88 0.0948
0.10 2.01 0.0004
4.03 81.99 <.0001
0.01 0.24 0.6276
0.06 1.19 0.1942
0.03 0.62 0.4331
0.05
Protein
Maturity
Stachyose
MS F	value Pr	>	F
6.28 31.40 <.0001
1.44 7.22 <.0001
2.82 14.12 0.0004
1.49 7.44 <.0001
60.48 302.28 <.0001
1.12 5.59 0.0211
0.38 1.90 0.001
0.19 0.97 0.3276
MS F	value Pr	>	F
580244 7847.22 <.0001
375.27 5.08 <.0001
7888.32 106.68 <.0001
131.26 1.78 0.0004
0.83 0.01 0.916
517.99 7.01 0.0014
105.02 1.42 0.0149
554.72 7.50 0.0073
73.94
MS F	value Pr	>	F
149.63 977.28 <.0001
0.91 5.94 <.0001
0.07 0.43 0.516
0.49 3.19 <.0001
17.53 114.52 <.0001
0.57 3.71 0.0585
0.17 1.09 0.3361
0.29 1.90 0.1733
0.15
Sum(P+O)	
Seed	Yield
Sucrose
MS F	value Pr	>	F
574 674.22 <.0001
6.91 8.12 <.0001
19.45 22.86 <.0001
2.55 3.00 <.0001
2.25 2.64 0.1073
4.06 4.77 0.0106
1.17 1.38 0.0239
0.66 0.77 0.3824
0.85
Seed	Weight	(g/100)
Table	6B:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	two	environments	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	UX2727	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population	UX2729
Trait†
Source DF
Environment‡ 2
Block(Environment) 75
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 404
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 2
RILs*Environment 805
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 2
Error 75
Trait†
Source DF
Environment‡ 2
Block(Environment) 75
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 404
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 2
RILs*Environment 805
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 2
Error 75
†	All	seed	components	were	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	
protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013.	
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
Oil	¥
MS F	value Pr	>	F
386.36 1820.50 <.0001
2.51 11.84 <.0001
73.01 344.00 <.0001
0.97 4.57 <.0001
43.75 206.13 <.0001
50.53 238.08 <.0001
0.33 1.57 0.0071
3.59 16.91 <.0001
0.21
MS F	value Pr	>	F
678.35 2283.45 <.0001
6.29 21.17 <.0001
544.91 1834.27 <.0001
1.13 3.79 <.0001
6.39 21.52 <.0001
411.30 1384.51 <.0001
0.57 1.92 0.0003
3.56 11.99 <.0001
0.30
MS F	value Pr	>	F
2088.42 3691.31 <.0001
14.43 25.50 <.0001
219.01 387.10 <.0001
2.44 4.32 <.0001
16.69 29.50 <.0001
173.54 306.74 <.0001
1.14 2.02 0.0001
0.46 0.81 0.4467
0.57
MS F	value Pr	>	F
262.21 884.75 <.0001
6.83 23.06 <.0001
82.36 277.89 <.0001
1.24 4.19 <.0001
2.06 6.96 0.0101
49.68 167.62 <.0001
0.60 2.01 0.0001
2.14 7.23 0.0013
0.30
Carbohydrate€
ProteinΨ
Table	6C:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	three	environments	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	UX2729	soybean	RIL	
population.	
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Population	UX2729
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 50
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 404
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 402
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 50
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 50
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 404
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 402
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 50
Trait†
Source DF
NE	Environment‡ 1
Block(Environment) 50
Genotype
Parents 1
RILs 404
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1
Genotype*Environment
Parents*Environment 1
RILs*Environment 402
[Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs)]*Environment 1
Error 50
Raffinose
‡	Nebraska	combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	and	Mead,	NE	2013.
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	
conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	yield	grams	per	plot.	Seed	
weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	measured	as	days	from	planting.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	
concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
Carbohydrate
Oil	
MS F	value Pr	>	F
29.92 159.36 <.0001
0.93 4.97 <.0001
1.40 7.47 0.0087
0.64 3.41 <.0001
47.80 254.61 <.0001
0.28 1.52 0.2239
0.24 1.30 0.1279
0.30 1.61 0.2101
0.19
MS F	value Pr	>	F
32.29 102.75 	<.0001
2.24 7.12 	<.0001
2.76 8.77 0.0047
0.78 2.48 	<.0001
5.02 15.96 0.0002
0.42 1.33 0.2547
0.37 1.17 0.2511
0.87 2.77 0.1021
0.31
MS F	value Pr	>	F
0.05 24.99 <.0001
0.01 5.45 <.0001
0.01 2.65 0.1102
0.00 1.61 0.0203
0.01 5.92 0.0185
0.00 0.00 0.9528
0.00 0.89 0.7326
0.00 0.00 0.9469
0.00
MS F	value Pr	>	F
179.59 535.12 	<.0001
2.58 7.70 	<.0001
1.74 5.19 0.027
1.24 3.69 	<.0001
11.07 32.98 <.0001
0.29 0.86 0.3586
0.54 1.62 0.0185
0.92 2.75 0.1038
0.34
MS F	value Pr	>	F
61.59 23.40 	<.0001
1.97 0.75 0.8454
20.67 7.85 0.0072
2.42 0.52 0.4722
5.54 2.10 0.1532
1.38 0.52 0.4722
0.70 0.27 1
9.85 3.74 0.0588
2.63
MS F	value Pr	>	F
21.60 584.85 <.0001
0.26 7.00 <.0001
0.03 0.93 0.3406
0.08 2.21 0.0005
0.51 13.76 0.0005
0.39 10.46 0.0022
0.04 1.18 0.2422
0.13 3.47 0.0684
0.04
Stachyose
Maturity
Protein
MS F	value Pr	>	F
62.91 215.56 	<.0001
1.61 5.52 	<.0001
6.27 21.49 	<.0001
0.72 2.47 	<.0001
12.87 44.09 	<.0001
1.15 3.93 0.0531
0.34 1.17 0.2538
0.17 0.58 0.4516
0.29
MS F	value Pr	>	F
346370 3608.14 <.0001
738.08 7.69 <.0001
4946.66 51.53 <.0001
146.55 1.53 0.0132
879.90 9.17 0.0034
600.46 6.25 0.0031
106.73 1.11 0.2864
770.51 8.03 0.0007
96.00
MS F	value Pr	>	F
0.04 0.49 0.4859
1.20 14.24 <.0001
0.22 2.60 0.1131
0.32 3.85 <.0001
0.13 1.55 0.2188
0.00 0.02 0.8858
0.17 2.01 0.0016
0.18 2.15 0.1484
0.08
Sucrose
Seed	Yield
Sum(P+O)	
MS F	value Pr	>	F
323 411.49 <.0001
8.62 10.99 <.0001
16.81 21.42 <.0001
3.21 4.09 <.0001
80.70 102.86 <.0001
2.80 3.56 0.0332
1.14 1.45 0.0216
30.98 39.48 <.0001
0.78
Seed	Weight	(g/100)
Table	6D:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	two	environments	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	UX2729	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Table	7A.	Standard	Interval	Mapping	(SIM)	results	for	population	UX2727	on	the	combined	and	individual	environments	that	agree	
with	the	combined	analysis	results	from	this	experiment.	Additive	effects	(g	kg-1),	percentage	of	phenotypic	variance	explained	(R2),	
and	LOD	scores	are	included.	Positions	reported	are	of	this	population	linkage	map	(cM)	and	physical	map	(Mbp).	Bolded	markers	
indicate	a	QTL	has	been	previously	reported.	
  
Enviornment‡
Trait† Marker Ch R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD
Protein S1_98976122 2 229 42144398 PI	547827 2.14 8.5 9.93 2.02 9.18 10.65 2.13 7.82 9.1 2.16 7.84 9.02
S1_261799537 6 115.4 15986483 PI	547827 1.31 3.2 3.64 1.49 3.64 4.1
S1_498939874 11 62.3 7484586 U06-102876 1.33 3.21 3.65 1.45 3.18 3.57
S1_562718253 12 90.6 36495998 PI	547827 1.35 3.21 3.65 1.34 3.15 3.53
S1_743324808 16 61.4 30338142 U06-102876 1.32 3.51 3.99 1.50 4.4 4.98 1.41 3.61 4.12 1.41 3.37 3.79
S1_759362005 17 73.6 8488225 U06-102876 1.22 2.9 3.29 1.21 2.94 3.29 1.38 2.88 3.26
Oil S1_55692409 1 504.96 55692409 U06-102876 0.79 3.95 4.51 0.81 3.47 3.91 1.01 3.95 4.45
S1_67084300 2 80.83 10252576 U06-102876 0.80 4.11 4.69 0.80 3.47 3.91 0.95 3.05 3.46
S1_148921913 3 136.99 43512584 U06-102876 0.64 3.31 3.76 0.74 3.84 4.33 0.89 4.33 4.89
S1_334821040 7 139.9 37591400 U06-102876 0.78 3.15 3.54 1.05 4.16 4.7
S1_598661365 13 153.1 32347696 PI	547827 0.86 3.81 4.29 0.90 3.03 3.4
S1_668364002 15 86.24 7133779 U06-102876 0.72 3.09 3.51
S1_751460503 17 2.59 586723 PI	547827 0.66 2.98 3.39 1.01 2.79 4.1
P+O S1_99062791 2 229.8 42231067 PI	547827 1.60 8.49 9.92 1.65 7.43 8.54 1.59 6.46 7.47 1.73 6.11 6.97
S1_170322787 4 132.5 19133577 U06-102876 1.28 3.66 4.12 1.34 3.54 3.99
S1_243613658 5 149.6 40035202 U06-102876 1.04 3.53 4.02 1.36 4.69 5.31 1.69 6.77 7.84 1.22 3.08 3.46
S1_262241718 6 129.3 16428664 PI	547827 1.22 4.69 5.37 1.46 5.77 6.47 1.30 3.76 4.29 1.70 6.67 7.63
S1_498939874 11 62.3 7484586 U06-102876 1.04 3.42 3.89
S1_743324808 16 62.4 30338142 U06-102876 1.02 3.28 3.73 1.22 3.45 3.88 1.18 3.31 3.76
Carbohydrate S1_99062791 2 229.8 42231067 U06-102876 1.47 8.45 9.87 1.48 7.4 8.49 1.41 6.28 7.25 1.54 6.05 6.89
S1_170322787 4 132.4 19133577 PI	547827 1.13 3.69 4.15 -0.12 3.55 3.98
S1_243613658 5 149.6 40035202 PI	547827 1.00 3.53 4.02 1.23 4.69 5.13 1.54 6.98 8.09 1.09 3.02 3.39
S1_262241718 6 129.3 16428664 U06-102876 1.08 4.72 5.40 1.32 5.9 6.72 1.19 3.80 4.34 1.54 6.76 7.73
S1_498939874 11 62.3 7484586 PI	547827 0.99 3.37 3.83
S1_743324808 16 62.4 30338142 PI	547827 0.91 3.30 3.75 1.10 3.46 3.90 1.07 3.35 3.81
Trait† Marker Ch R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD
Raffinose S1_391413772 9 22.3 1715346 PI	547827 0.06 4.35 4.97
Stachyose S1_99201897 2 231.7 42370173 U06-102876 0.30 2.89 3.28
S1_279438152 6 174.9 33625098 U06-102876 0.45 6.39 7.39 0.46 3.20 3.64 0.49 3.02 3.39
S1_391378840 9 20.5 1680414 PI	547827 0.35 3.55 4.04
Sucrose S1_98220360 2 228.8 41388636 U06-102876 1.00 6.90 8.00 1.07 4.39 5.03 1.43 6.88 7.88
S1_134177325 3 31 28767996 U06-102876 0.70 2.83 3.21
S1_243613658 5 149.6 40035202 PI	541827 0.70 2.96 3.36 0.95 2.87 3.25
S1_263763432 6 136.7 17950378 U06-102876 0.94 6.34 7.33 0.99 3.98 4.55 1.27 5.90 6.72
S1_562718253 12 90.6 36495998 U06-102876 0.76 3.77 4.30 1.12 2.85 3.19
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013	(Combined)	and	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013	(NE	Combined)
Source	of	
trait
CombinedAdditive	
effect
NE	CombinedAdditive	
effect
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	
of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	
7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	calibration.
Position	
(cM)
Position	
(cM)
Position	
(Mbp)
Position	
(Mbp)
Source	of	
allele
Mead
Mead
Lincoln
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
NE	Combined Lincoln
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Table	7B.	Standard	Interval	Mapping	(SIM)	results	for	population	UX2729	on	the	combined	and	individual	environments	that	agree	
with	the	combined	analysis	results	from	this	experiment.	Additive	effects	(g	kg-1),	percentage	of	phenotypic	variance	explained	(R2),	
and	LOD	scores	are	included.	Positions	reported	are	of	this	population	linkage	map	(cM)	and	physical	map	(Mbp).	Bolded	markers	
indicate	a	QTL	has	been	previously	reported.	
 
 
 
 
 
  
Enviornment‡ Combined
Trait† Marker Ch R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD
Protein S1_82679433			 2 88 25847709 PI	547827 1.52 5.29 4.39 2.87 4.84 4.01
S1_674919976 15 158 13689753 PI	547827 1.94 7.15 6
Oil S1_79455534 2 82.5 22623810 U03-310317 0.88 4.18 3.45 1.61 6.29 5.35
S1_674919976 15 158 13689753 U03-310317 1.16 6.41 5.35
S1_798472807 18 58.7 5957561 PI	547827 0.94 5.49 4.56 1.01 4.31 3.56 1.26 4.41 3.64
P+O S1_347187201 8 65.1 5326815 U03-310317 0.80 6.61 5.52
S1_354645764 8 116 12785378 U03-310317 1.24 7.41 6.22 1.22 5.58 4.64 1.18 6.6 5.52
Carbohydrate S1_352617995 8 66.1 10757609 PI	547827 0.72 6.55 5.47
S1_354645764 8 116 12785378 PI	547827 1.12 7.49 6.29 1.10 5.51 4.57 1.07 6.52 5.45
NE	Combined
Trait† Marker Ch R2 LOD R2 LOD R2 LOD
Raffinose S1_670251052 15 98.1 9020829 U03-310317 0.07 4.31 3.56
Stachyose S1_199611370 4 190 48422160 U03-310317 0.29 4.17 3.44
S1_264404948 6 116 18591894 U03-310317 0.36 5.96 4.96 0.51 5.32 4.41
Sucrose S1_352617995 8 67.1 10757609 PI	547827 0.53 5.25 4.36
S1_947896621 20 297.3 46615517 PI	547827 0.59 4.29 3.54 1.19 7.15 5.99
Additive	
effect
Mead
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
Lincoln Mead
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-2013	(Combined)	and	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013	(NE	Combined)
Position	
(cM)
Position	
(cM)
Source	of	
trait
Source	of	
allelePhysical	(Mbp)
Physical	(Mbp)
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	
(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	
2015	calibration.
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
Additive	
effect
NE	Combined Additive	
effect
Lincoln Puerto	Rico
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Population†
Enviornment‡ NE	Combined S.E. NE	Combined S.E.
Trait	§
	Protein	vs.	Maturity 0.004 0.043 -0.029 0.050
Oil	vs.	Maturity -0.152 0.043 -0.029 0.050
Sum(P+O)	vs.	Maturity -0.102 0.044 -0.123 0.049
CHO	vs.	Maturity 0.101 0.043 0.123 0.049
Seed	Yield	vs.	Maturity 0.044 0.043 0.116 0.050
100	Seed	Weight	vs.	Maturity 0.108 0.044 0.026 0.050
	Protein	vs.	100	Seed	Weight -0.058 0.033 -0.147 0.033
Oil	vs.	100	Seed	Weight 0.113 0.032 0.138 0.033
Sum(P+O)	vs.	100	Seed	Weight 0.020 0.031 -0.083 0.033
CHO	vs.	100	Seed	Weight -0.020 0.031 0.076 0.033
Seed	Yield	vs	100	Seed	Weight 0.403 0.030 0.425 0.030
UX2729UX2727
†	Population	UX2727	is	a	cross	between	PI	547827	and	U06-102876	(increased	seed	oil	concentration)	
and	population	UX2729	is	a	cross	between	PI	547827	and	U03-310317	(increased	seed	protein	
concentration)
§	All	seed	components	were	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Whole	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	
Spectroscopy	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	
summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration	(CHO).	Seed	
yield	grams	per	plot.	Seed	weight	grams	per	100	seeds.	Maturity	as	days	from	planting.
‡	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013(NE	Combined)
Table	8.	Phenotypic	correlations	among	seed	composition	and	plant	traits	for	two	soybean	RIL	populations.	
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Trait† Marker Ch
Protein S1_98976122 2 229
S1_261799537 6 115.4
S1_498939874 11 62.3
S1_562718253 12 90.6
S1_743324808 16 61.4
S1_759362005 17 73.6
Oil S1_55692409 1 504.96
S1_67084300 2 80.83
S1_148921913 3 136.99
S1_334821040 7 139.9
S1_598661365 13 153.1
S1_668364002 15 86.24
S1_751460503 17 2.59
P+O S1_99062791 2 229.8
S1_170322787 4 132.5
S1_243613658 5 149.6
S1_262241718 6 129.3
S1_498939874 11 62.3
S1_743324808 16 62.4
Carbohydrate S1_99062791 2 229.8
S1_170322787 4 132.4
S1_243613658 5 149.6
S1_262241718 6 129.3
S1_498939874 11 62.3
S1_743324808 16 62.4
Raffinose S1_391413772 9 22.3
Stachyose S1_99201897 2 231.7
S1_279438152 6 174.9
S1_391378840 9 20.5
Sucrose S1_98220360 2 228.8
S1_134177325 3 31
S1_243613658 5 149.6
S1_263763432 6 136.7
S1_562718253 12 90.6
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	
the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	
(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	
concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	
Ground	2015	calibration.
Position	
(cM)
PI	547827 x x
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x ?
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x x
U06-102876 ?
U06-102876 x ?
U06-102876 x
U06-102876 x
U06-102876
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x x
PI	547827
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x x
U06-102876 x x
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x ?
U06-102876 x x
U06-102876 x x
PI	547827 x x
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x x
PI	547827 x ?
PI	547827 x x
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x
U06-102876 x
PI	547827 x x
U06-102876 x
U06-102876 x
PI	541827 x
U06-102876 ?
U06-102876 x
UX2727-9-1-
0081
UX2727-9-1-
0041Source	of	trait
Table	9A.	Presence	of	QTL	markers	in	selected	lines	from	population	UX2727	with	increased	
concentrations	of	seed	protein,	oil,	and	sum(p+o).	An	x	denotes		that	the	RIL	has	the	indicated	parental	
allele	for	the	QTL.	A	question	mark	(?)	indicates	no	marker	information	was	available.		
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Table	9B.	Presence	of	QTL	markers	in	selected	lines	from	population	UX2729	with	increased	concentrations	of	seed	protein,	oil,	and	
sum(p+o).	An	x	denotes	that	the	RIL	has	the	indicated	parental	allele	for	the	QTL.	A	question	mark	(?)	indicates	no	marker	
information	was	available.	
	
Trait† Marker Ch
Protein S1_82679433			 2 88
S1_674919976 15 158
Oil S1_79455534 2 82.5
S1_674919976 15 158
S1_798472807 18 58.7
P+O S1_347187201 8 65.1
S1_354645764 8 116
Carbohydrate S1_352617995 8 66.1
S1_354645764 8 116
Raffinose S1_670251052 15 98.1
Stachyose S1_199611370 4 190
S1_264404948 6 116
Sucrose S1_352617995 8 67.1
S1_947896621 20 297.3
Position	
(cM)
†	Seed	components	analzyed	by	a	Foss	Infratec	1241	Grain	Analyzer	Near	Infrared	
Spectroscopy	(NIR)	machine	with	the	SB201304	calibration:	seed	protein	conentration,	seed	oil	
concentration,	summation	of	protein	plus	oil	(Sum(P+O)),	and	calculated	seed	carbohydrate	
concentration.	Seed	raffionse	concentration,	seed	stachyose	concentration,	and	seed	sucrose	
concentration	were	analzyed	using	a	Perten	DA	7250	with	Soybean	Whole	and	Ground	2015	
calibration.
PI	547827 x
PI	547827
U03-310317
U03-310317
PI	547827 x
U03-310317 x
U03-310317 x
PI	547827 x
PI	547827 x
U03-310317
U03-310317
U03-310317
PI	547827
PI	547827
UX2729-2-
1-0071Source	of	trait
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Figure	1A.	Frequency	distributions	for	seed	protein	concentration	in	526	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	population	
UX2727	and	404	RILs	for	soybean	population	UX2729,	plus	parental	lines.		Protein	concentration	is	on	a	13%	moisture	basis.	The	
number	of	RILs	(N),	mean,	minimum	(MIN)	and	maximum	(MAX)	values	for	seed	protein	concentration	are	shown	on	the	left	side	
of	each	distribution.	The	mean	of	parental	line	U06-102876	is	shown	by	the	striped	arrow	in	UX2727,	the	mean	of	parental	line	
U03-310317	is	shown	by	the	white	arrow	in	UX2729,	and	the	common	parent,	PI	547827,	is	shown	by	the	black	arrow	in	both	
populations.			
	Protein concentration g kg -1 
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Figure	1B.	Frequency	distributions	for	seed	oil	concentration	in	526	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	
population	UX2727	and	404	RILs	for	soybean	population	UX2729,	plus	parental	lines.		Oil	concentration	is	on	a	13%	
moisture	basis.	The	number	of	RILs	(N),	mean,	minimum	(MIN)	and	maximum	(MAX)	values	for	oil	protein	
concentration	are	shown	on	the	left	side	of	each	distribution.	The	mean	of	parental	line	U06-102876	is	shown	by	the	
striped	arrow	in	UX2727,	the	mean	of	parental	line	U03-310317	is	shown	by	the	white	arrow	in	UX2729,	and	the	
common	parent,	PI	547827,	is	shown	by	the	black	arrow	in	both	populations.			
	
Oil concentration g kg -1 
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Figure	1C.	Frequency	distributions	for	seed	carbohydrate	concentration	in	526	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	
population	UX2727	and	404	RILs	for	soybean	population	UX2729,	plus	parental	lines.		Carbohydrate	concentration	is	on	a	
13%	moisture	basis.	The	number	of	RILs	(N),	mean,	minimum	(MIN)	and	maximum	(MAX)	values	for	seed	carbohydrate	
concentration	are	shown	on	the	left	side	of	each	distribution.	The	mean	of	parental	line	U06-102876	is	shown	by	the	striped	
arrow	in	UX2727,	the	mean	of	parental	line	U03-310317	is	shown	by	the	white	arrow	in	UX2729,	and	the	common	parent,	PI	
547827,	is	shown	by	the	black	arrow	in	both	populations.			
	
Carbohydrate concentration g kg -1 
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Figure	1D.	Frequency	distributions	for	seed	summation	of	protein	and	oil	concentration	in	526	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	
soybean	population	UX2727	and	404	RILs	for	soybean	population	UX2729,	plus	parental	lines.		Protein	+	oil	concentration	is	on	a	
13%	moisture	basis.	The	number	of	RILs	(N),	mean,	minimum	(MIN)	and	maximum	(MAX)	values	for	seed	protein	+	oil	
concentration	are	shown	on	the	left	side	of	each	distribution.	The	mean	of	parental	line	U06-102876	is	shown	by	the	striped	arrow	
in	UX2727,	the	mean	of	parental	line	U03-310317	is	shown	by	the	white	arrow	in	UX2729,	and	the	common	parent,	PI	547827,	is	
shown	by	the	black	arrow	in	both	populations.			
	
Sum(P+O) concentration g kg -1 
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Figure	1E.	Frequency	distributions	for	seed	yield	(g	plot-1)	in	526	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	for	soybean	population	UX2727	
and	404	RILs	for	soybean	population	UX2729,	plus	parental	lines.		Seed	yield	is	on	a	13%	moisture	basis.	The	number	of	RILs	(N),	
mean,	minimum	(MIN)	and	maximum	(MAX)	values	for	seed	yield	are	shown	on	the	left	side	of	each	distribution.	The	mean	of	
parental	line	U06-102876	is	shown	by	the	striped	arrow	in	UX2727,	the	mean	of	parental	line	U03-310317	is	shown	by	the	white	
arrow	in	UX2729,	and	the	common	parent,	PI	547827,	is	shown	by	the	black	arrow	in	both	populations.			
	
Seed yield g  
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Population UX2729 404 RILs  
Protein	
		20	
Carbohydrate	
	35	
Oil	
		43		
162 RILs Genotyped 
	
	12		
	
	19		
	
	28		
	
	5		
Figure	2A.	The	number	of	recombinant	inbred	lines	(RILs)	genotyped	based	on	phenotype	selection	of	approximately	
10-12%	of	the	lines	from	the	tails	of	the	distribution	for	each	trait.	In	total	approximately	40%	of	the	each	population	
was	genotyped.		
Population UX2727 526 RILs  
Protein	
	18	
Carbohydrate	
	35		
Oil	
	65		
219 RILs Genotyped 
	
	5		
	
	26		
	
	54		
	
	16		
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Figure	2B	.	Percentage	of	RILs	exceeding	selected	processor	targets	for	soybean	meal	of	at	least	47.5%	protein	and	oil	
yield	 of	 at	 least	 11	 pounds	 per	 bushel,	 based	 on	 averages	 over	 two	 Nebraska	 environments.	 U06-102876	 (UX2727	
parent)	averaged	48%	protein	meal	 and	12.6	pounds	of	oil	per	 bushel.	U03-310317	 (UX2729	parent)	averaged	49%	
protein	meal	and	12.1	pounds	of	oil	per	bushel.	PI	547827	 (common	parent)	averaged	49.2%	protein	meal	 for	both	
crosses	and	11.3	and	11.5	of	oil	per	bushel	in	the	oil	and	protein	cross,	respectively.		
Popula'on	UX2727	(Oil	Cross)	 Popula'on	UX2729	(Protein	Cross)	
Protein	 Protein	 Oil	Oil	
100%	 100%	 100%	 99%	 99%	 100%	
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Figure	3.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	protein	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	environments	for	
population	UX2727,	showing	their	seed	protein	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	(1)	Guayanilla,	PR,	(2)	
Lincoln,	NE,	and	(3)	Mead,	NE.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	environment	mean	for	the	trait.	
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Figure	4.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	oil	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	environments	for	
population	UX2727,	showing	their	seed	oil	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	(1)	Mead,	NE,	(2)	
Lincoln,	NE,	and	(3)	Guayanilla,	PR.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	environment	mean	for	
the	trait.	
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Figure	5.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	sum(p+o)	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	
environments	for	population	UX2727,	showing	their	seed	sum(p+o)	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	
(1)	Guayanilla,	PR,	(2)	Mead,	NE,	and	(3)	Lincoln,	NE.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	
environment	mean	for	the	trait.	
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Figure	6.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	protein	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	environments	
for	population	UX2729,	showing	their	seed	protein	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	(1)	Guayanilla,	
PR,	(2)	Lincoln,	NE,	and	(3)	Mead,	NE.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	environment	mean	for	
the	trait.	
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Figure	7.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	oil	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	environments	for	
population	UX2729,	showing	their	seed	oil	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	(1)	Mead,	NE,	(2)	
Lincoln,	NE,	and	(3)	Guayanilla,	PR.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	environment	mean	for	
the	trait.	
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Figure	8.	Two	groups	of	10	RILs	with	the	highest	and	lowest	average	seed	sum(p+o)	concentration	in	two	Nebraska	
environments	for	population	UX2729,	showing	their	seed	sum(p+o)	concentration	in	each	of	the	three	individual	environments,	
(1)	Guayanilla,	PR,	(2)	Lincoln,	NE,	and	(3)	Mead,	NE.	Environments	are	ordered	from	lowest	to	highest	according	to	the	
environment	mean	for	the	trait.	
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 Figure	9A.	Population	UX2727,	3D	plot	of	seed	oil,	seed	protein,	and	sum(p+o)	concentrations.	Protein	is	represented	on	the	x	axis,	oil	is	
represented	on	the	y	axis,	and	sum(p+o)	is	represented	on	the	z	axis.	Each	circle	represents	one	RIL	line.	The	red	numbers	represent	
selected	lines.	Number	one	and	two	correspond	to	RIL	line	UX2727-9-1-0081	and	UX2727-9-1-0041,	respectively.	Line	one	has	358	g	kg-
1	protein	concentration,	209.6	g	kg-1	oil	concentration,	and	568	g	kg-1	sum(p+o).	Line	two	has	362	g	kg-1	protein	concentration,	206.3	g	
kg-1	oil	concentration,	and	569.0	g	kg-1	sum(p+o)	concentration.	
1	 2	
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 Figure	9B.	Population	UX2729,	3D	plot	of	seed	oil,	seed	protein,	and	sum(p+o)	concentrations.	Protein	is	represented	on	the	x	axis,	oil	is	
represented	on	the	y	axis,	and	sum(p+o)	is	represented	on	the	z	axis.	Each	circle	represents	one	RIL	line.	The	red	number	represents	
the	selected	line.	Number	one	corresponds	to	RIL	line	UX2729-2-1-0071.	Line	one	has	364	g	kg-1	protein	concentration,	202.4	g	kg-1	oil	
concentration,	and	566.5	g	kg-1	sum(p+o).		
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Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 24.66 0.77 5.99 		<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 1.14 1.14 8.86 0.0055
RILs 525 233.96 0.45 8.86 	<.0001
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 90.39 90.39 702.64 	<.0001
Error 32 4.12 0.13
Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 53.81 1.68 9.63 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.97 0.97 5.53 0.025
RILs 525 414.43 0.79 4.23 	<.0001
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 31.66 31.66 181.23 	<.0001
Error 32 5.59 0.17
Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 0.21 0.01 3.46 0.0004
Genotype
Parents 1 0.006 0.006 3.21 0.0828
RILs 525 1.157 0.002 1.16 0.3167
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 0.001 0.001 0.54 0.4688
Error 32 0.061 0.002
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Maturity	measured	as	number	of	days	from	planting	date
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
₠	Seed	raffionse	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
ζ	Seed	stachyose	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Φ	Seed	sucrose	concentration	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Oil		¥ Protein	Ψ
Carbohydrate	€ Maturity	£
Raffinose	₠ Stachyose	ζ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
60.78 1.90 7.91 	<.0001
2.26 2.26 9.42 0.0043
636.26 1.21 5.04 	<.0001
234.66 234.66 976.70 	<.0001
7.69 0.24
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
32 57.71 1.80 1.12
1 5.91 5.91 3.67
525 845.56 1.61 1.00
1 23.05 23.05 14.33
32 51.45 1.61
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
13.15 0.41 8.89 	<.0001
0.11 0.11 2.41 0.1307
36.61 0.07 1.51 0.0773
2.38 2.38 51.53 	<.0001
1.48 0.05
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
Seed	Yield	κ
Sucrose	Φ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
60.48 1.89 12.09 	<.0001
0.19 0.19 1.22 0.2775
478.33 0.91 5.83 	<.0001
33.77 33.77 215.93 	<.0001
5.00 0.16
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
294048 9188.98824 3.21 0.0007
27763 27763.00 9.69 0.0039
2191202 4173.72 1.46 0.0959
2808.596 2808.60 0.98 0.3295
91659 2864.34
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
34.91 1.09 7.51 	<.0001
0.51 0.51 3.52 0.0697
154.22 0.29 2.02 0.0083
11.17 11.17 76.92 	<.0001
4.65 0.15
Appendix	Table	9A:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Lincoln	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	
UX2727	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 29.39 1.18 6.67 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.21 0.21 1.17 0.2903
RILs 403 199.35 0.49 2.81 0.0015
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 27.86 27.86 158.06 	<.0001
Error 25 4.41 0.18
Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 49.13 1.97 6.54 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.52 0.52 1.73 0.1999
RILs 403 224.15 0.56 1.50 0.0327
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 0.85 0.85 2.84 0.1045
Error 25 7.51 0.30
Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 0.26 0.01 4.48 0.0002
Genotype
Parents 1 0.002 0.002 1.00 0.3271
RILs 403 0.870 0.002 0.93 0.6345
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 0.005 0.005 2.32 0.1401
Error 25 0.058 0.002
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Maturity	measured	as	number	of	days	from	planting	date
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
₠	Seed	raffionse	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
ζ	Seed	stachyose	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Φ	Seed	sucrose	concentration	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Oil	¥ Protein	Ψ
Carbohydrate	€ Maturity	£
Raffinose	₠ Stachyose	ζ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
40.63 1.63 6.49 	<.0001
0.31 0.31 1.25 0.2738
371.06 0.92 3.68 0.0001
9.19 9.19 36.71 	<.0001
6.26 0.25
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
46.56 1.86 0.64 0.86
16.34 16.34 5.62 0.03
675.12 1.68 0.58 0.98
0.31 0.31 0.11 0.75
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
7.36 0.29 8.09 	<.0001
0.32 0.32 8.90 0.0063
22.56 0.06 1.54 0.0967
0.57 0.57 15.77 0.0005
0.91 0.04
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
Seed	Yield	κ
Sucrose	Φ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
28.24 1.13 4.22 0.0003
1.03 1.03 3.84 0.0614
207.31 0.51 1.92 0.0256
5.05 5.05 18.86 0.0002
6.69 0.27
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
1161096 46444 19.82 	<.0001
28251 28251.00 12.06 0.0019
2014137 4997.86 2.13 0.0125
17879 17879.00 7.63 0.0106
58586 2343.42
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
33.73 1.35 13.82 	<.0001
0.13 0.13 1.31 0.2628
93.99 0.23 2.39 0.0054
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.8847
2.44 0.10
Appendix	Table	9B:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Lincoln	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	
UX2729	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 28.80 0.90 4.05 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.86 0.86 3.88 0.0577
RILs 524 205.30 0.39 1.76 0.0256
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 85.16 85.16 383.26 <.0001
Error 32 7.11 0.22
Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 57.93 1.81 5.41 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 4.12 4.12 12.31 0.0014
RILs 524 460.82 0.88 2.63 0.0007
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 18.77 18.77 56.07 	<.0001
Error 32 10.71 0.33
Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 0.354 0.011 5.69 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.003 0.003 1.47 0.2338
RILs 524 1.530 0.003 1.50 0.079
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 2.42E-05 2.42E-05 0.01 0.9118
Error 32 0.062 0.002
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Maturity	measured	as	number	of	days	from	planting	date
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
₠	Seed	raffionse	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
ζ	Seed	stachyose	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Φ	Seed	sucrose	concentration	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Oil	¥ Protein	Ψ
Carbohydrate	€ Maturity	£
Raffinose	₠ Stachyose	ζ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
48.01 1.50 2.46 0.0065
1.02 1.02 1.68 0.2047
571.45 1.09 1.79 0.0232
207.80 207.80 340.37 <.0001
19.54 0.61
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
139.27 4.35 1.75 0.06
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.93
1133.90 2.16 0.87 0.73
0.14 0.14 0.05 0.82
79.36 2.48
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
13.05 0.41 7.82 	<.0001
0.04 0.04 0.75 0.3917
46.03 0.09 1.69 0.036
1.68 1.68 32.23 	<.0001
1.67 0.05
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
Seed	Yield	κ
Sucrose	Φ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
31.98 1.00 4.1 	<.0001
3.76 3.76 15.44 0.0004
504.33 0.96 3.95 	<.0001
26.91 26.91 110.37 	<.0001
7.80 0.24
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
499344 15605 5.46 	<.0001
92878 92878.00 32.51 	<.0001
2567784 4900.35 1.72 0.0316
16666 16666.00 5.83 0.0216
91427 2857.10
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
23.33 0.73 4.53 	<.0001
0.13 0.13 0.78 0.3848
190.42 0.36 2.26 0.0031
6.66 6.66 41.34 	<.0001
5.15 0.16
Appendix	Table	10A:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Mead	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	
UX2727	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 17.28 0.69 3.47 0.0014
Genotype
Parents 1 1.49 1.49 7.48 0.0113
RILs 403 157.03 0.39 1.96 0.0228
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 20.25 20.25 101.63 	<.0001
Error 25 4.98 0.20
Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 62.82 2.51 7.66 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 2.65 2.65 8.06 0.0088
RILs 403 238.55 0.59 1.80 0.0384
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 5.03 5.03 15.35 0.0006
Error 25 8.20 0.33
Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 0.264713 0.010589 6.92 		<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 0.0028 0.0028 1.82 0.1893
RILs 403 1.0710 0.0027 1.74 0.0487
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 0.0060 0.0060 3.94 0.0582
Error 25 0.0383 0.0015
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Maturity	measured	as	number	of	days	from	planting	date
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
₠	Seed	raffionse	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
ζ	Seed	stachyose	concentration	was	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Φ	Seed	sucrose	concentration	determined	by	reflectance	NIR
Oil	¥ Protein	Ψ
Carbohydrate	€ Maturity	£
Raffinose	₠ Stachyose	ζ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
88.59 3.54 8.42 	<.0001
1.71 1.71 4.06 0.0547
348.84 0.87 2.06 0.0162
2.80 2.80 6.66 0.0161
10.52 0.42
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
46.56 1.86 0.64 0.86
16.34 16.34 5.62 0.03
675.12 1.68 0.58 0.98
0.31 0.31 0.11 0.75
72.69 2.91
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
5.57 0.22 5.95 	<.0001
0.09 0.09 2.52 0.1249
27.86 0.07 1.84 0.0335
0.06 0.06 1.68 0.2067
0.94 0.04
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
Seed	Yield	κ
Sucrose	Φ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
52.25 2.09 6.61 	<.0001
6.39 6.39 20.23 0.0001
220.41 0.55 1.73 0.0496
7.99 7.99 25.28 <.0001
7.90 0.32
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
366918 14677 2.7 0.008
15447 15447.00 2.84 0.1045
1793232 4449.71 0.08 0.7872
48977 48977.00 9.00 0.006
136103 5444.13
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
26.39 1.06 14.82 	<.0001
0.09 0.09 1.30 0.2642
105.65 0.26 3.68 0.0001
0.31 0.31 4.36 0.047
1.78 0.07
Appendix	Table	10B:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Mead	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	the	
UX2729	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 105.70 3.30 15.56 <.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 220.49 220.49 1038.58 <.0001
RILs 525 264.06 0.50 2.37 0.002
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 10.80 10.80 50.88 <.0001
Error 32 6.79 0.21
Population:	UX2727
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 32 534.52 16.70 42.42 <.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 35.72 35.72 90.71 <.0001
RILs 525 765.91 1.46 3.7 <.0001
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 1.97 1.97 5 0.0324
Error 32 12.60 0.39
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Seed	weight	measured	g/100
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
Seed	weight	(g/100)	£
Oil	¥ Protein	Ψ
Carbohydrate	€
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
965.98 30.19 25.93 <.0001
401.73 401.73 345.04 <.0001
1386.39 2.64 2.27 0.003
22.93 22.93 19.69 0.0001
37.26 1.16
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
364.35 11.39 8.24 <.0001
14.09 14.09 10.2 0.0031
935.04 1.78 1.29 0.1912
6.56 6.56 4.75 0.0368
44.19 1.38
Seed	Yield	κ
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
475.49 14.86 33.29 <.0001
1217.47 1217.47 2727.3 <.0001
694.99 1.32 2.97 0.0002
2.26 2.26 5.05 0.0316
14.28 0.45
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
283306 8853.30 9.75 <.0001
136618 136618 150.4 <.0001
598730 1140.44 1.26 0.2187
7175.48 7175.48 7.9 0.0084
29067 908.33
Appendix	Table	11A:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Puerto	Rico	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	
the	UX2727	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 17.28 0.69 3.47 0.0014
Genotype
Parents 1 1.49 1.49 7.48 0.0113
RILs 403 157.03 0.39 1.96 	<.0001
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 20.25 20.25 101.63 0.0228
Error 25 4.98 0.20
Population:	UX2729
Source DF SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
Block 25 62.82 2.51 7.66 	<.0001
Genotype
Parents 1 2.65 2.65 8.06 0.0088
RILs 403 238.55 0.59 1.80 0.0384
Contrast	(Parents	vs	RILs) 1 5.03 5.03 15.35 0.0006
Error 25 8.20 0.33
	¥	Seed	oil	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
Ψ	Seed	protein	concentration	was	determined	by	NIR
	ƒ	Summation	of	seed	protein	concentration	and	seed	oil	concentration	that	were	determined	by	NIR
€	Seed	carbohydrate	concentration	was	caculated	based	on	other	seed	constituents
£	Seed	weight	measured	g/100
κ	Seed	yield	weighted	plots	
Carbohydrate	€ Seed	weight	(g/100)	£
Oil	¥ Protein	Ψ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
88.59 3.54 8.42 	<.0001
1.71 1.71 4.06 0.0547
348.84 0.87 20.60 0.0162
2.80 2.80 6.66 0.0161
10.52 0.42
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
145.12 5.80 5.39 	<.0001
0.31 0.31 0.29 0.597
639.16 1.59 1.47 0.1213
35.39 35.39 32.89 	<.0001
26.90 1.08
Seed	Yield	κ
Sum(P+O)	ƒ
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
52.25 2.09 6.61 	<.0001
6.39 6.39 20.23 0.0001
220.41 0.55 1.73 0.0496
7.99 7.99 25.28 	<.0001
7.90 0.32
SS MS F	value Pr	>	F
366918 14677 2.7 0.008
15447 15447.00 2.84 0.1045
1793232 4449.71 0.82 0.7872
48977 48977.00 9.00 0.006
136103 5444.13
Appendix	Table	11B:	Analysis	of	variance	combined	over	Puerto	Rico	environment	for	seed	composition	and	seed	traits	in	
the	UX2729	soybean	RIL	population.	
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Appendix	Table	12A.	QTL	results	identified	in	population	UX2727	by	standard	interval	mapping	(SIM).	The	marker	nearest	to	the	QTL	is	
listed	along	with	the	physical	position	in	Mbp	that	can	be	used	to	match	the	population’s	results	to	other	references	such	as	Soybase.			
  
Population:	UX2727 Previously	reported	QTL Puerto	Rico	¥
Trait Marker Position	(Mbp) Ch Position	(cM) LOD Left	Marker Right	Marker Foss	ŧ Foss	Ψ Foss	 Perten	 Foss	 Perten	 Foss	
Oil S1_55692409 55692409 1 504.96 4.51 BARCSOYSSR_01_1679 BARCSOYSSR_01_1680 Yes x
Oil S1_55692409 55692409 1 504.96 4.45 BARCSOYSSR_01_1679 BARCSOYSSR_01_1680 Yes x
Oil S1_65604383 8772659 2 65.6 3.46 BARCSOYSSR_02_0470 BARCSOYSSR_02_0471 Yes x
Oil S1_67084300 10252576 2 79.92 5.82 BARCSOYSSR_02_0532 BARCSOYSSR_02_0533 Yes x
Oil S1_67084300 10252576 2 80.83 4.69 BARCSOYSSR_02_0532 BARCSOYSSR_02_0533 Yes x
Oil S1_67084300 10252576 2 80.83 4.69 BARCSOYSSR_02_0532 BARCSOYSSR_02_0533 Yes x
P+O S1_96086091 39254367 2 199 5.88 BARCSOYSSR_02_1304 BARCSOYSSR_02_1305 No x
Carbohydrate S1_96086091 39254367 2 199 6.01 BARCSOYSSR_02_1304 BARCSOYSSR_02_1305 Yes x
Oil S1_96086091 39254367 2 200 4.82 BARCSOYSSR_02_1304 BARCSOYSSR_02_1305 No x
Sucrose S1_96610707 39778983 2 207.8 7.88 BARCSOYSSR_02_1337 BARCSOYSSR_02_1338 Yes x
Sucrose S1_98007965 41176241 2 220 5.03 BARCSOYSSR_02_1408 BARCSOYSSR_02_1409 Yes x
Sucrose S1_98220360 41388636 2 228.8 8.00 BARCSOYSSR_02_1411 BARCSOYSSR_02_1413 Yes x
Protein S1_98976122 42144398 2 229 9.93 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 No x
Protein S1_98976122 42144398 2 229 9.1 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 No x
Protein S1_98976122 42144398 2 229 10.65 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 No x
Protein S1_98976122	 42144398 2 229 9.02 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 No x
P+O S1_99016615 42184891 2 229 7.47 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 BARCSOYSSR_02_1456 No x
Carbohydrate S1_98985713 42153989 2 229 7.25 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 Yes x
Carbohydrate S1_98985713 42153989 2 229 6.89 BARCSOYSSR_02_1454 BARCSOYSSR_02_1455 Yes x
P+O S1_99062791 42231067 2 229.8 9.92 BARCSOYSSR_02_1462 BARCSOYSSR_02_1463 No x
Carbohydrate S1_99062791 42231067 2 229.8 9.87 BARCSOYSSR_02_1462 BARCSOYSSR_02_1463 Yes x
P+O S1_99062791 42231067 2 230 6.97 BARCSOYSSR_02_1462 BARCSOYSSR_02_1463 No x
Stachyose S1_99201897 42370173 2 231.7 3.28 BARCSOYSSR_02_1478 BARCSOYSSR_02_1479 No x
Sucrose S1_99479224 42647500 2 241.8 3.55 BARCSOYSSR_02_0232 BARCSOYSSR_02_0233 Yes
Sucrose S1_134177325 28767996 3 31 3.21 BARCSOYSSR_03_0805 BARCSOYSSR_03_0806 No x
Oil S1_148921913 43512584 3 136.99 3.76 BARCSOYSSR_03_1583 BARCSOYSSR_03_1584 Yes x
Oil S1_148921913 43512584 3 137.99 4.89 BARCSOYSSR_03_1583 BARCSOYSSR_03_1584 Yes x
Oil S1_148921913 43512584 3 137.99 3.38 BARCSOYSSR_03_1583 BARCSOYSSR_03_1584 Yes x
Carbohydrate S1_170322787 19133577 4 132.4 4.15 BARCSOYSSR_04_0098 BARCSOYSSR_04_0099 No x
P+O S1_170322787 19133577 4 132.5 4.12 BARCSOYSSR_04_0098 BARCSOYSSR_04_0099 No x
P+O S1_170647610 19458400 4 134 3.98 BARCSOYSSR_04_0098 BARCSOYSSR_04_0099 No x
Carbohydrate S1_170647610 19458400 4 134 3.99 BARCSOYSSR_04_0098 BARCSOYSSR_04_0099 No x
Sucrose S1_173394825 22205615 4 135.4 3.16 BARCSOYSSR_04_0113 BARCSOYSSR_04_0114 No x
Protein S1_200992717 49803507 4 200.9 3.36 BARCSOYSSR_04_0258 BARCSOYSSR_04_0259 Yes x
Protein S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 3.49 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 Yes x
P+O S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 4.02 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
P+O S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 7.84 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
Carbohydrate S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 4.02 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
Carbohydrate S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 8.09 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
Sucrose S1_243613658 40035202 5 149.6 3.36 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
P+O S1_243613658 40035202 5 150 3.46 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
Carbohydrate S1_243613658 40035202 5 150 3.39 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
Sucrose S1_243613658 40035202 5 150 3.25 BARCSOYSSR_05_0115 BARCSOYSSR_05_0116 No x
ŧ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Ψ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013
†	Lincoln,	NE	2013
ƒ	Mead,	NE	2013
	¥	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Soybase	 Combined Lincoln	† Mead	ƒ
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Appendix	Table	12A.	Continued	QTL	results	identified	in	population	UX2727	by	standard	interval	mapping	(SIM).	The	marker	nearest	to	the	
QTL	is	listed	along	with	the	physical	position	in	Mbp	that	can	be	used	to	match	the	population’s	results	to	other	references	such	as	Soybase.			
 
 
  
Population:	UX2727 Previously	reported	QTL Puerto	Rico	¥
Trait Marker Position	(Mbp) Ch Position	(cM) LOD Left	Marker Right	Marker Foss	ŧ Foss	Ψ Foss	 Perten	 Foss	 Perten	 Foss	
Stachyose S1_261799537 15986483 6 115.39 4.03 BARCSOYSSR_06_0849 BARCSOYSSR_06_0851 No
Protein S1_261799537 15986483 6 115.4 3.64 BARCSOYSSR_06_0849 BARCSOYSSR_06_0851 No x
P+O S1_262241718 16428664 6 129 7.63 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 Yes x
Carbohydrate S1_262241718 16428664 6 129 7.73 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 No x
Protein S1_262241718 16428664 6 129.3 3.73 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 No x
P+O S1_262241718 16428664 6 129.3 5.37 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 Yes x
P+O S1_262241718	 16428664 6 129.3 4.29 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 Yes x
Carbohydrate S1_262241718 16428664 6 129.3 5.4 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 No x
Carbohydrate S1_262241718	 16428664 6 129.3 4.34 BARCSOYSSR_06_0876 BARCSOYSSR_06_0877 No x
Stachyose S1_262837728	 17024674 6 132 3.64 BARCSOYSSR_06_0912 BARCSOYSSR_06_0913 No x
Stachyose S1_262837728	 17024674 6 132 3.39 BARCSOYSSR_06_0912 BARCSOYSSR_06_0913 No x
Sucrose S1_263195704	 17382650 6 133 4.55 BARCSOYSSR_06_0933 BARCSOYSSR_06_0934 No x
Sucrose S1_263763432 17950378 6 136.7 7.33 BARCSOYSSR_06_0933 BARCSOYSSR_06_0934 No x
Sucrose S1_263779414 17966360 6 137.7 6.72 BARCSOYSSR_06_0933 BARCSOYSSR_06_0934 No x
Stachyose S1_279438152 33625098 6 174.9 7.39 BARCSOYSSR_06_1213 BARCSOYSSR_06_1214 No x
Oil S1_334821040 37591400 7 139.9 3.54 BARCSOYSSR_07_0201 BARCSOYSSR_07_0202 Yes x
Oil S1_336414877 39185237 7 155.81 4.7 BARCSOYSSR_07_0201 BARCSOYSSR_07_0202 Yes x
Stachyose S1_343471785 1611399 8 8.83 3.34 BARCSOYSSR_08_0091 BARCSOYSSR_08_0092 No
Stachyose S1_391378840 1680414 9 20.5 4.04 BARCSOYSSR_08_0092 BARCSOYSSR_08_0093 No x
Raffinose S1_391413772 1715346 9 22.3 4.97 BARCSOYSSR_08_0092 BARCSOYSSR_08_0093 No x
Stachyose S1_444638818 4750528 10 59.57 3.45 BARCSOYSSR_10_0283 BARCSOYSSR_10_0284 No
Protein S1_498939874 7484586 11 62.3 3.65 BARCSOYSSR_11_0411 BARCSOYSSR_11_0412 No x
Protein S1_498939874 7484586 11 62.3 3.53 BARCSOYSSR_11_0411 BARCSOYSSR_11_0412 No x
Protein S1_498939874 7484586 11 62.3 3.57 BARCSOYSSR_11_0411 BARCSOYSSR_11_0412 No x
P+O S1_498939874 7484586 11 62.3 3.89 BARCSOYSSR_11_0411 BARCSOYSSR_11_0412 No x
Carbohydrate S1_498939874 7484586 11 62.3 3.83 BARCSOYSSR_11_0411 BARCSOYSSR_11_0412 No x
P+O S1_500750779 9295491 11 107 6.09 BARCSOYSSR_11_0508 BARCSOYSSR_11_0509 No x
Carbohydrate S1_500750779 9295491 11 107 6.25 BARCSOYSSR_11_0508 BARCSOYSSR_11_0509 No x
Protein S1_562718253 36495998 12 90.6 3.65 BARCSOYSSR_12_1226 BARCSOYSSR_12_1227 Yes x
Sucrose S1_562718253 36495998 12 90.6 4.3 BARCSOYSSR_12_1226 BARCSOYSSR_12_1227 No x
Sucrose S1_562718253 36495998 12 90.6 3.19 BARCSOYSSR_12_1226 BARCSOYSSR_12_1227 No x
ŧ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Ψ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013
†	Lincoln,	NE	2013
ƒ	Mead,	NE	2013
	¥	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Soybase	 Combined Lincoln	† Mead	ƒ
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Appendix	Table	12A.	Continued	QTL	results	identified	in	population	UX2727	by	standard	interval	mapping	(SIM).	The	marker	nearest	to	
the	QTL	is	listed	along	with	the	physical	position	in	Mbp	that	can	be	used	to	match	the	population’s	results	to	other	references	such	as	
Soybase.			
 
 
 
 
 
  
Population:	UX2727 Previously	reported	QTL Puerto	Rico	¥
Trait Marker Position	(Mbp) Ch Position	(cM) LOD Left	Marker Right	Marker Foss	ŧ Foss	Ψ Foss	 Perten	 Foss	 Perten	 Foss	
Oil S1_598661365	 32347696 13 153.06 3.4 BARCSOYSSR_13_1247 BARCSOYSSR_13_1248 Yes x
Oil S1_598661365 32347696 13 153.1 4.29 BARCSOYSSR_13_1247 BARCSOYSSR_13_1248 Yes x
Oil S1_673381157 12150934 15 85.24 3.72 BARCSOYSSR_15_0574 BARCSOYSSR_15_0575 Yes x
Oil S1_668364002 7133779 15 86.24 3.51 BARCSOYSSR_15_0318 BARCSOYSSR_15_0319 Yes x
Protein S1_743324808 30338142 16 61.4 3.99 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
P+O S1_743324808 30338142 16 61.4 3.76 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Carbohydrate S1_743324808 30338142 16 61.4 3.81 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
P+O S1_743324808 30338142 16 62.4 3.73 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Carbohydrate S1_743324808 30338142 16 62.4 3.75 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Protein S1_743324808 30338142 16 63.4 4.12 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Protein S1_743324808 30338142 16 63.4 4.98 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Protein S1_743324808 30338142 16 65.4 3.79 BARCSOYSSR_16_0962 BARCSOYSSR_16_0963 No x
Oil S1_751460503 586723 17 2.59 3.39 BARCSOYSSR_17_0032 BARCSOYSSR_17_0033 Yes x
Oil S1_753222813 2349033 17 8.59 4.1 BARCSOYSSR_17_0131 BARCSOYSSR_17_0132 Yes x
Oil S1_753222813 2349033 17 8.59 5.14 BARCSOYSSR_17_0131 BARCSOYSSR_17_0132 Yes x
Protein S1_759362005 8488225 17 73.6 3.29 BARCSOYSSR_17_0490 BARCSOYSSR_17_0491 No x
Protein S1_759362005 8488225 17 73.6 3.29 BARCSOYSSR_17_0490 BARCSOYSSR_17_0491 No x
Protein S1_759362005 8488225 17 76.6 3.26 BARCSOYSSR_17_0490 BARCSOYSSR_17_0491 No x
P+O S1_790612383 39738603 17 253 3.24 BARCSOYSSR_17_1538 BARCSOYSSR_17_1539 No x
Carbohydrate S1_790612383 39738603 17 253 3.22 BARCSOYSSR_17_1538 BARCSOYSSR_17_1539 No x
Oil S1_790781967	 39908187 17 257.1 3.68 BARCSOYSSR_17_1554 BARCSOYSSR_17_1555 Yes x
ŧ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Ψ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013
†	Lincoln,	NE	2013
ƒ	Mead,	NE	2013
	¥	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Soybase	 Combined Lincoln	† Mead	ƒ
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Population:	UX2729 Previously	reported	QTL PR		¥
Trait Marker Position	(Mbp) Ch Position	(cM) LOD Left	Marker Right	Marker Foss	ŧ Foss	Ψ Perten	Ψ Foss Perten Foss Perten Foss
Protein S1_77504846 20673122 2 81.6 4.01 BARCSOYSSR_02_0866 BARCSOYSSR_02_0865 Yes x
Oil S1_79455534 22623810 2 82.5 3.45 BARCSOYSSR_02_0876 BARCSOYSSR_02_0877 Yes x
Protein S1_82679433			 25847709 2 88 4.39 BARCSOYSSR_02_0866 BARCSOYSSR_02_0865 Yes x
Protein S1_88574572 31742848 2 105 3.37 BARCSOYSSR_02_1104 BARCSOYSSR_02_1105 No x
Oil S1_88966512 32134788 2 108.8 5.25 BARCSOYSSR_02_1108 BARCSOYSSR_02_1109 Yes x
Protein S1_97563236 40731512 2 166 4.33 BARCSOYSSR_02_1386 BARCSOYSSR_02_1387 No x
Stachyose S1_199611370 48422160 4 190 4.17 BARCSOYSSR_04_0252 BARCSOYSSR_04_0253 No x
Stachyose S1_264404948 18591894 6 116 5.96 BARCSOYSSR_06_0982 BARCSOYSSR_06_0985 No x
Stachyose S1_264404948 18591894 6 116 4.41 BARCSOYSSR_06_0982 BARCSOYSSR_06_0985 No x
P+O S1_347187201 5326815 8 65.1 5.52 BARCSOYSSR_08_0283 BARCSOYSSR_08_0284 No x
Carbohydrate S1_352617995 10757609 8 66.1 5.47 BARCSOYSSR_08_0583 BARCSOYSSR_08_0584 No x
Sucrose S1_352617995 10757609 8 67.1 5.25 BARCSOYSSR_08_0583 BARCSOYSSR_08_0584 Yes x
P+O S1_354645764 12785378 8 116 6.22 BARCSOYSSR_08_0704 BARCSOYSSR_08_0705 No x
P+O S1_354645764 12785378 8 116 4.64 BARCSOYSSR_08_0704 BARCSOYSSR_08_0705 No x
Carbohydrates S1_354645764 12785378 8 116 6.29 BARCSOYSSR_08_0704 BARCSOYSSR_08_0705 No x
Carbohydrates S1_354645764 12785378 8 116 4.57 BARCSOYSSR_08_0704 BARCSOYSSR_08_0705 No x
P+O S1_356990838 15130452 8 127 5.52 BARCSOYSSR_08_0853 BARCSOYSSR_08_0854 No x
Carbohydrates S1_356990838 15130452 8 127 5.45 BARCSOYSSR_08_0853 BARCSOYSSR_08_0854 No x
Raffinose S1_670251052 9020829 15 98.1 3.56 BARCSOYSSR_15_0404 BARCSOYSSR_15_0405 No x
Oil S1_674919976 13689753 15 158 5.35 BARCSOYSSR_15_0646 BARCSOYSSR_15_0647 Yes x
Protien S1_674919976 13689753 15 158 6 BARCSOYSSR_15_0646 BARCSOYSSR_15_0647 Yes x
Oil S1_798472807 5957561 18 58.7 4.56 BARCSOYSSR_18_0324 BARCSOYSSR_18_0325 No x
Oil S1_798472807 5957561 18 57.7 3.64 BARCSOYSSR_18_0324 BARCSOYSSR_18_0325 No x
Oil S1_798472807 5957561 18 58.7 3.56 BARCSOYSSR_18_0324 BARCSOYSSR_18_0325 No x
Sucrose S1_947896621 46615517 20 297.3 4.29 BARCSOYSSR_20_1320 BARCSOYSSR_20_1321 Yes x
Sucrose S1_948987225 47706121 20 316 5.99 BARCSOYSSR_20_1325 BARCSOYSSR_20_1325 Yes x
ŧ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013,	Mead,	NE	2013,	and	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Ψ	Combined	enviornments	of	Lincoln,	NE	2013	and	Mead,	NE	2013
†	Lincoln,	NE	2013
ƒ	Mead,	NE	2013
	¥	Guanica,	PR	2012-13
Soybase Combined Lincoln	† Mead	ƒ
Appendix	Table	12B.	QTL	results	identified	in	population	UX2729	by	standard	interval	mapping	(SIM)	that	can	be	linked	to	previously	
reported	QTL	by	physical	positions	and	identified	markers	in	Soybase	that	span	this	experiments	QTL.	Since	there	is	no	term	for	seed	
carbohydrate	concentration	in	Soybase	results	were	compared	with	seed	oligosaccharides.		
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Appendix	Figure	45.	Population	UX2727	genetic	linkage	map	used	for	QTL	mapping.	The	map	was	
constructed	based	on	the	population	in	this	experiment.		Pairwise	recombination	fractions	and	other	
genotypic	quality	checks	were	used	during	the	genetic	map	construction.	The	est.map	function	in	rQTL	
was	used	to	generate	the	linkage	map.	The	population	consisted	of	4412	SNP	markers	from	genotype-by-
sequence	(GbS).		
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Appendix	Figure	46.	Population	UX2729	genetic	linkage	map	used	for	QTL	mapping.	The	map	was	
constructed	based	on	the	population	in	this	experiment.		Pairwise	recombination	fractions	and	other	
genotypic	quality	checks	were	used	during	the	genetic	map	construction.	The	est.map	function	in	rQTL	was	
used	to	generate	the	linkage	map	The	population	consisted	of	6063	SNP	markers	from	genotype-by-
sequence	(GbS).	
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Figure	47.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	protein	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	each	environment.		
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Figure	48.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	oil	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	QTL	
for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	49.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	protein	+	oil	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	50	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	carbohydrates	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	51.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	raffinose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.		
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Figure	52.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	stachyose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	53.	Population	UX2727	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	sucrose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	54.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	protein	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	55.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	oil	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	QTL	
for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	in	all	environments.	
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Figure	56.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	protein	+	oil	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	in	all	environments.	
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Figure	57.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	carbohydrate	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	in	all	environments.	
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Figure	58	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	raffinose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	59.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	stachyose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	
significant	QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	for	all	environments.	
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Figure	60.	Population	UX2729	genome-wide	LOD	score	scan	using	standard	interval	mapping	
(SIM)	for	seed	sucrose	concentration.	The	1900	permutated	LOD	threshold	showing	significant	
QTL	for	5%	is	represented	by	the	red	line	in	all	environments.	
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Appendix Code 1. Example SAS code for augmented block design for one environment 
PROC IMPORT OUT=ALLDATA 
DATAFILE = "G:\SMcCon\env\ALLDATA.xls" 
DBMS=EXCEL2003 REPLACE; 
Range= "PtALLDATA$"; 
GETNAMES = YES; 
Run; 
Quit;  
 
DATA UX2727; 
SET ALLDATA; 
IF Population=('UX2727'); 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
/* CARBOHYDRATE CHO */ 
 
/* Obtain LSMeans for Each of Three Environments */ 
PROC SORT DATA=UX2727; 
BY Location POP UX_Number; 
RUN; 
 
/* ALL_BLOCK fixed */ 
PROC MIXED DATA=UX2727 METHOD=TYPE3; 
WHERE Location = 'Lincoln'; 
TITLE 'PROC MIXED UX2727 CHO LINCOLN'; 
CLASS Location ALL_BLOCK UX_Number; 
MODEL cho = ALL_BLOCK UX_Number; 
LSMEANS UX_Number; 
ODS OUTPUT LSMEANS=L27Lcho; 
RUN; 
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QUIT; 
 
 
Appendix Code 2. Example SAS code for augmented block design for combined environment 
/* Obtain LSMeans for Combined Analysis */ 
PROC MIXED DATA=UX2727 METHOD=TYPE3; 
TITLE 'PROC MIXED UX2727 CHO LSMeans'; 
CLASS Location ALL_BLOCK UX_Number; 
MODEL cho = Location UX_Number; 
RANDOM ALL_BLOCK(Location) UX_Number*Location; 
LSMEANS UX_Number; 
ODS OUTPUT LSMEANS=L27Ccho; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
